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This working_paberwaS 'Oreparadas supp_
develoPing.CountrieS.,Which was organized, by e Ford Foundation late,in.100 ar4Was,cornpleted'iate in 1972.
The, purpose.of thapUni wasiO provide findin and'recorgenerldatione to,guide the FoUndationth making,

infOrtnedj0dginenla°9 MOT participation i P prog rat* related to the in the lesS-.develobed

ve Material for an InternaticinatSvivey of Urbanization in.the

;countries.
.6i

. dreW not-OnlY upon itSoWrr-obServationS'_but upon the e.:perience of,FOundation'i5ersonnel assigned to the:

'.".i.,TheSuryey Working_paPeit and ipaoiAstudiep were Originally:intend 'Only;for internal use. It bedarne evident;

- grialytio;end.indicatiVe of Prograin'ChOideS.To Seryet hese objeCtiOs;t,e, -Slinievikas essentially a fieldt, ,.:

-Iunifies or in'tOpipSof;Spediai,ipterek.,,,,

'developing countries., he staff oWrifield noteS'on phaSes Of,grbanization in specific countries were expanded

The $tirVey`WP2. diredtedneither.to peffarrif nor to-cornmiStienoriginal,reseaeco:Its w ark was be

_operation in.i.Oictisthe staff travelled widely ih-thetaantries wherethe'Foyndat ion maintains fieldbitiCeearid,

Which were tO ferm4dein Strable basis fOr the4urvey:sdonClustonS:Ad'aitiOnal WOrkingPapers were
into working paperS b to.re0Ord observations-and.to cla4fy thededuCtiveprocesseSand4hearialySeSOf data

,,,

however.'that thebOdy of.rnaterial,hadvq1119!AtCh argued' for wider PoSure. Acco (ding ly.,the.Foundation is
publiShirig,the,PaPersfOr thriSeWith,sp0,641,_Country odapiCatin ter, ti'andlor thoseinibr'eSted in the itaterial:

rovided by. Foundation ,rOxel,with adepth of field knoWledge;:and by,Onaultaritr?cfzeft eitherin specific

.-i-, .
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eiettivhOle: ,: ' 't '' . -, ,

Theivorking'pare carry disclair7ers-appr9priate tothe circumstances of-their preparation and tothe
imitations ofIlleir riginatpurpoSe.Thereader shoUld not expect to Orcin:ttleni-eittierthoproublOf original,

:research ore cOrnpreliensiy0 treatment of -the processes Of .Urbanization in the paeticwar,:cduntry::5athii; the}
are occasional papers whose unity deriveS,from their use as exemplary,and illuSt fativeMateriallor the tile*.

But unity of fora and SUbStariCe is not the measure their_value.,4_D reportandspecial study, is anessay,orr
some of.urbaniiationin the develOping CoUntriesil Mostifistdnd4.-they are,What.kgo4leSsay ShOuld
t*,..unrniatakably pefsonaliZed andifferefore reflective of t 7insights and the convictions Of'inforrredeuthors. °
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PREFACE -\

Readers will quickly detect a strong big city bias running
a

through this report. This is intentional.

The great cities of India--from Amritsar"td Allahbad,
I .

Bombay "td 4enares, Calcutta to Cochin, Madras to'Mysore=-

. /re in groWing 'crisis. It is 'these cities 1150 of them

21,

I-

with populations in excess\of 100,060) which are- beariri4

the heaviest burden of .human pressure from the _Over-
'

.

'populated 'countryside. The paiglit bf these2ci 4.es,

crucial to India's social and'economic develop ent, is by

- no means the whole of,the problem .of accelerating urbaniza-
,

tion. .It .is, however, sits most visible aspect., these.
1

.

big cities,,SOme of the.a already giants among tie, world'S-,

($ A
. ,

. .

cities, are most.oppreSsed by the urgencies of time, ,

I.-

posette4most-formidable *4gement problems,.and need
4 ,., .

t,
s 1. .

' development assistance most uigen.kly.
is .

4 I.After reviewing the urban demographic facts and

.prospects for India as'arhol thisrepdrt asks one

basic Tiestion. Who, in'the Indian polity, is responsible

for urban overnment and urban deNielo Ment?
7/

As with the other country reports in 'his series;
.

the,maim objective is to understand the ational iiercep-
11

tion of the place of Urban development in ndia's develop-
/

ment priorites: 'and to describe, i basic"outlind at
sfi.

k

tk

0
Mk,T-----

-----.----;-- _____
,

11,

,



least, the governmental, response in urban pOiicy and
4

program. The main.theme ofthis report is urban govern-

ment and urban administratipn in. India.

This report is
$

not inten4d as an evaluation of

present or past Ford Fandation programs in urban deveaop-
I e

'ment. The Foundation'in India has hag a series of major
.

programs over some-fiftecen yearg, which have attracted

go d.de.41 of attention. The Foundation's afice'in'
, .

I dia is its only overseas office to have a, specific
,

,

r

.
. (j

advisor in urban planniqlg.
. .

. r Founda.'t-16 Aid imtfiS broaleand complex field -has

,5

take ce through.se al programs. Assistance to th

West Bengal Gove'rnment a i`d to the Calcutt.(a' Mettope1 itan

.Planning Organization has 1 ..;a been extended ver a full

decade,oto deal with one of thworgt-set of urban prob.!'

lems that the world hasp yet encountered'.

4

c A 'seoohd current.prograim is in a field'uthich is

'being increasingly recognized throughout the developing

world' as one of maj or importance--the rural /urban relation-
,

. &.

ship, particularly at the lcier exd of the urban hierarchy
,

,, ,
,

of'settlement size. Ford Foundation is providing
..

assistance to theIndian,GoVernmentto undertake 'a skill-

ful pxamination of the role of these smaller tO!wns in

\
relation to the support and stimuldtion of rural development.

as

The prsqfamis know2v-p "The Pilot Reiaarch Project'in

Growth Centers:4', Since this present report is primarily

. /4 ft

O 6

1

\
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Jo5nchned with the probleip of India's .mar metropolitan
z. . . ,

. . .

,cktieS, a discussion of the rurl_groYenter program-L
; .K -.(.1,.. -

,- .

.1

important as it is--woul4 fOad too fus t afidal
ri-. ;,.e

43

A third curreni. grant provides limited assista4c41 2>('

to theDefartment of IubliccAdministration at Ludknow
.

. \ .

.University for 'the deielopmen,t of a
.

Training acid Reserch in Municipal

,

regional center in

)0UstrAtion. "his

t

,is directly relevant to the subiek4"'Ir
. .

, ,

,'
..

Ind and is'dis-
.

cussed later in hi report,

In additid the. Foundation has provided assistance
03 :"

to the Delhi. ,Sc.bol f Architecture .and Plann.i , to the-
. L.

;chool of Arcitite4tura (planning -curriculum) at Ahmedabad

and to the,MahaiAshtra City: 'and Industrial Development

Cor poration at Bombay.
/

. .We.would like'to thank our professional colleagues

in the Ford Foundidn in Delhi and-Calcutta, and our many

Old friends among Indian ariministrators,-planners and

academics, who provided invaluable assi ce-:-and often
1 , r

. 4

the extra stimulation of oppobing views ring our ield
.

visit'to India*4.`ande with'the subsequent preparationof this .
. . , ,,

,
,

.

.

suinmary of fact.o.opinion,.and conclusion. There is a

great deal more to be said here than can be'covered in a

report: and on that at'least we would all agree.

oda

Sr

fl

r
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INTRODUCTION

,
..

The basic.fact-about Indian-urbanization is the. sheer- . P

1.

\

magnitude 'of urban.population,groWth in .a sitgat onlof 0
1 4 .. .

..
lchronic poverty. The basic problem is theassembly of

rh.

S, ..,, . .

-. 'resources; and, above all, the- organization of executive
,.: \ /

. action o deal effectively with t&ban population concentra+
.

.
%

tion on \this immense- scale. -
,

r 1
The,Census of 'India, taken in March of 1971. and from

0,- .

, .

,

.

.. , 1

which only, provisional popUlation totals. were available
. 1 1

... .
(

. at the time' of wAting-gives the total Indian pplapiatibn
I 4

as_5 4 6- .9 million. - -shoWing an
,
increase

.
over the last decade

.t.

of 108 ill' ,(an -increase roughly.equialen(o the total
...,

.n ,

populatilo of Japan, -Pakistan; or Indonesia). .

%

..,.
4 .

Appreci *ion of this relentless rate of population
.

growth is of coursefundamektal,to all'aspects of Indi'an
. .

development. If any emphasis-of this oentral,fact were

I

required, it can be observed that since Independence,

just twenty-Lthree years ago, India has added to its pOpulation

almost exactly 200 million people (or the rough equivalent

of the total population of the United States)., .

'Though four out/of 'every five Indians live in more

than half a million villages i

-oth the level and rate of urb

national comparison, the size of its urban poptifation

(an estimated 109 milliOn.in 197l).already far exceeds

rural India, and 'though
.

ization are low by inter-

I

.1



(2)

the total population of most countries'inhe world.
.

--This is a demographic charaOteristic which\fndit shares

"-

'with s -eral of its Asian neighbors:
4 0.

Ofthe seven countries in the world with pop-
ulation of over 100 million, five are in Asia d.
These Big Five 7-ChinacIndia,,Indonesia, Pakistan'
and,Japan--have alcombined population of over ;1500
million'and account for a little over 45 pergent

. pf the world's population. Even.if we confine our-
, lelves to South and South-East Asia, we have'inour

Jregion.India; Pakistan and Indonesia wl.th a total/
!population of over 721 million accounting-for 21
'per cent of the- world's population.

In terms ,of the lev. e of urbanization (regardless
what definition ofi! rban' is adopted)' these

4 I countries are no oub the least urban lreaS of .

'the'world but in erms absolutenumbers their
lArten'poDulatio issize le:, India alone' has Over
100 million peo le livingn urban areas. tbday .

6(192)-accordinsito-the definitiOn of''Urban' adopted
in

,

e Indian census. It is.kworth recalling that
therg is no eyidende in the economic hit'tory of
dOeloped countr&es of a nation undergoing the
process of purbanization with a' bane population of
Over 500 million and a rate of natural increase, .

of-2.5. per cent, which is the case of India today.
It is &herefore'importapt to consider not only the
level of urbaniiatiOn Wit the scale of urbanization.*

The growth of the urban, population'in India,'both

in rp trospects-and prospect will be considered later 'in
.

this riport. The fundamental
.

fact (as the Fburth Plan

.4%

1,

fi

'40

.emphasizes) is that accordirig'tO present projedtionst the

urban population is expected to:increase from 79 million in

r
,

* Ashish Bosei-"ThevUrbanization Process in South and
Sou -East ASia",.Febivary.1970 Cunpilblished). ,

14.
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1961 to 152 million in 1981, or roughly double in size

over this twenty yeaT period. The nu.Tber of towns with

tr,

[3]

a populatpicin of 50,000,and above is expedted, over the ,same

two decadeet6A.ndrease.from 250 to 536. On the evidence

of the last twenty,years, the major brunt of this spec-
.

. . .

tacular viowth will be borne by the ,1l3 Indian cities

`exceeding 100,000 in population size (in 19.61) and, more

particularly in absolute numbersof population added per

annum, by the twelve cities exceeding 500,000.*

kafr
Metropolitan'Calcutta, already destribPd as havido

the worst Lban.situation in the world, is presently adding

some 200,000 tcL its population each year, or oi!e million

in the space of a single Five-Yea Plan. Its 1961 popula-

tion of 6.7 million has already increased, through a

Combination of natural incrrase and migration, to well

beyond the eight million mark by 1971, and on the con-

servative Projectipps of the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning

Organization, is expected to reach over twelve million

by 1986. 'This giant metropolis, 'already acityin crisis,
as its urban enviropment\readry and visibly deter:-

\ . .

iorates under the pressure of an overwhelming annual in-
-.

* hese twelve major cities are,, in order of size:'
lcutta, Bombay, Delhi, Madras, Hyderabad, Bangalore.

a Ahmedabad (all exceeding one million in population'
i 1961); and Kanpur, Poona, Nagpur, Lucknow and Agfa.
(a 1 with populations in 1961 between 500,000 and one
mi lion).

C

C 1
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[43.

%.,

cease in pbpdlation, will,dauble in size within' the space

of a:single.generation. Grater Bombay, with a rgi

pop6lation'of 4.1 million, had reached 5.9 million by. the

' Census of 1971, thus exc e the highest populatid4,

'projection of the 'B ' sv Group on Demography.*,

/

Greater Delhi, Ae: t i i rank. of Indian metropolises,
.e-

. .

hps added a mill an., a half in of decade--its 1962

population 2.6 illion.now just exceeds -4 million.
.

It is th, fastest growing citIvin India in terms of per-

tcentage variation over the decade.;

All Indian -cities dis

.

fin acute fbrm,

the three basic co itions Which the blare with cities

thr iughoiut the+ -dP reloping 'countries':'

t 0

..
1. Dramatia'and inevitable indreases pop-.

,.
.

\

Illation size which are a product both of hi
[

rates of natural increase in the urban centers
- ,

and also of, massive in-migration from the over-
% .-
- k- populated coUntrliside.,. \

2, High backlogs Of deficit extending over the

whole range of the urban system, 'particularly;

and most in housing for the lowest

income grou4s, bat of course including every

aspect of urban infrastructure, social ser-
.

. ,

.4.
* Population projection fdr Greater Bombay given in New

Bombay-The Twin City published by the City and Industrial
Development Corporation Of Maharashtra September, 1970 p.

t



. , vices, and employment opportunitie :
! w ,

\
, ..

\
3. A severe scarcity of resources fi. ancial4 ,

technical and managetial) to cope ith this

[5]

'situation. Perhaps, in the face of this com-,
. ..%'

binatiOn ofpopulation pressure, deficit, and

.
poverty, the scarcest resources of all are the

. - . ..
.,,

. time to organize remedial action at, tne'tcale
/ .

,required, and thipolitical and administriativ

/
will to confront this wing crisis of urbaniia-'.

t on lwitb determin ion and 1-urgency that

. clearly needed. ,

It could be argued that all development ppograms, in whp5,--

ever field,-require three in lents for.success: im-,

plementable and realistic plans, adeqUate resources for

their efficient implementation, and--above all--the'

political determination act effectively. ."The third

of these ingredients isthe central.theme of this 114Ort.

On the,Indiaa experience with the complex prob ms posed

by.urbanizatiom at the overwhelming scale ofthe Indian

situation.

, Given this factor of 'population scale, and recognizing

the continental diversity of India, a fully comprehensive

report on the pro'lems of urbanization in India Would,

of course, be a gargantuan task. Fortunately this is not

necessary for the purposes ofthe International Urbanization

*

I



[6)
ti

4,

Survey. All the three members of the Survey team have had

extenseve,experience.of the complexities of urban develop-

ment planni India and canclaim a more intensive

familiarity- wits the Indian experience than is the case

with the other country reports prepared in the course "of

the Survey.'i In addition, ate least four detailed reports

on. major aspects of urban development in India

. .

recently been prepared by .Ford Foundation cbnsultants.
4

.
,

, They axe: ,

a. Urban and Regional Pldnning in-India in-the Seventies,

by Preston Andrade, Advisor in Urban planning,

published in February 1940:

b. Reporton India's Urban Housing, intwo pants,
, A

prepared for the
k
Government of India by a special

-
Fordyoundation team of expert6 under the chairn

manship of Dr. Loui Winnick, and, published in

7.11T17 1965.

c. Development Planning iirCalcutta, a Ford Foundation

Status Report on the Calcutta Metropolit an Plan

project 'prepared by the Foundation Advisory Planning
. a

Group in Calc4ta in November 1967.
,

d. The Ford FoundationPro ramme of ,Assistance to.

I the Government of West Bengal for the Development

of Metropolitan Calci4ta, a specially prepared treport

by A4thur T. Row, 'Chief Consultant of the Founda-

7
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tion Advisory Group in.Calcutta, in May 1971.

[71

Summaries (with up-dating) of these existing`reports would
) A o

seem less
i

useful than a m re selective, and supplementary
i'. .

i.discussionof s
#-,..
a subject cfPcentral importance to

A
the under-

.

. responsestags:ling of.th4s to urbanization in India apd yet
. - t

constantly neglected, in the PreoccuOtion in Iridia,..

and by foreign' observes, wit the fqrms and processes
. -,

.

of planning, This is the administr ive organization, in

India, at the Central, State and Municipal levels, for
,

0.e4ing with the problems posed by urban development.
- , *

A recurr rig tel of this series of country reports--

and indeed of the accumulated'obServations of. the Inter-
,

.. . .
... :*

national Urbanization Suilvey in general--has been the
.

-.i
, , ( \ ,

'failure, in city after city throughout the developing

countries, tp re-organize urballgovernment into A more Air

.rational- effeclive instrument for managing the crisis
... $

of an exp /sive growth o the u'rbanpopulation; to estab-.
i .-/- .

.

"lish effgctive implementaticin agencies which can translate

pla n' -into action;°to generate and mobilize the resources

needed for implementation; and to train-the urban managers

and admini1 traors who are so obviously needed to design

and set in motion systematic capital devi4lopment programs,
-

w!ether for the over-burdened existing cities or planned
$

new towns. Political and administrativie inOtie rather

,than scarce financial re ounces may indeed be the dominant
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faCtor in the failure to cope with the 'crisis of.rapr ,N/

urbanization j.n India as well as in''other developing

countries.
4-

s- Internationil attention isfteing increasingly .

directed to-this vital aspect of urban development. A

J

UN Expert'Group, :convened to make rcommendations on

prograrAs in public administration for the Second Develop-

ment Decade, pointed out:

Changes in popUiation environment, such as. those
involved in urbanizati .and the ift.from 'a sub
sistence to a market e omy, creme the need for
changdt in governmentai'organization and functiops.
A governmental system designed for a predomiTantly
()a rarian society may not be,s4itable for one that .'

s large y urbanized, nor, is it likely that an
dminist tive sl,stem which was designed for a'
city of 00,000 will be adeqUate for-an agglomgration

.Mere organizational expansion'does not
_meet-such problems: new Organizational and

imanageral,arran4ments-haVe to be made t eal
if with them effectiVely. Major changes in.institu-

tiGns, method's and\ personnel will be needed to- apply
new findings of scie ce and technology to public
affairs and o assure optimal use of national re-r
sources for onomic anA social development.
Governmentd.must regoghise the need for,bo action
to improve their administrative system hey are
to fulfil.their resporisibilities in the 97ps.*

* 'UN "Publics Administration in the Second Development
Decade:,'UN New York'1971, p.39. This problem has been
more specifically discussed, for the urban field, in
a'recent publication of the UN on "Administrative
Aspects of Urbaniz4ion" Which4,deals at length
with problems on a global basis.
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---The question which report seeks to anaweris: to
..

what extent i;*this need for "bold action" in urban

f administrative re-organiiation recognized in*InA)a, and
,

whatis beihg clone:to achieve 4.? o- .

#t ,

This' is a subject of growing interest' in Inc:Ile:as .-,

.

[9]

technically elaborate plans cdnstantly il, in urban areas

as well as in regional development, to pr duce the

substantial .deelopment effort anticipated. Conference

after conference over the past twentilqrs has reiterated

the urgent.need for radical reform in urban government and

emphasized the need,-for,the creation of adminiiptrative

Achinery,at the regional level for the implementation

of letropolitan and.fegional; developmen t plans. Profes-

sional administrators,-perhaps recowdzing mpre clearly
N\ ,

A.
thecpolitical-complexity od governmental re-organization

in urban areas.and the consequent deadening inertia of local

governmentat theimuniciparaeV.el, seem 'to 'have given the '
;.

.
\

. subject scant attention. It was not until 1968 that .

the Indian Journal of Public Administration,deided to
1

. %>

'.devetey,a-pecial-iisue to a collection of 'articles by

i

. ,

2
4 -

adm,inistrators and social scientists on the administrative

apsects of urban,:development in India. Even at this late
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date, the Editor felt it necessary to observe irflis

1

introduction: l'
A3t f,1

Th gh urbanization has been -going on in our ,countrye
ov r the degades, it has not received the attnton
it desermpp A re- orientation of our thinkilig -

. to adaptirr;Arselves to the changing circumstances-,iv,
and to meet the new challenges has become imperative.
Anappreciative awareness is needed. ae..rauc!!' in the
'lalhcitizen as in the. expert and the adminiki-atdr.
For a great' majority Of citizens; with their .roAs
in. the villages, the -urbanization process' in its
modern, form is altogether a new phenomenon. To
an-administrator trained and immersed in.tradiiional
rural administration';.it presents unfamiliar prAblemS

'and issues. At the political level,, which ineyitably
influences policy formulation, the,nostalgia for a f.
,blissful village society tends-to`; ibit a pragmatic

. t r
approach to the reality of the opin)g urb

, situation and societal evolu n th- is in xgrab
. taking place.* .

-.

..:, \. ...

Each Five-Year Plan makes its expected reiteration 'of the
Ok

importance of the prOper and timely. implementationof Plans
1 "

and its familiar exhortation to governm t at call levelS

to strengthen implementation Calwity.and, 'aS the Fourth,
/

Five -Year Plan -puts it, Yto undertake ar.Canalysis of fiscal

and regulatory'policieSr administrative organizations and
'.

institutional framework at various levels.", atever the.

response to thes- exhortations in other seitors ofjndian

development thereVis little doubt that this sensible

advice receives lit* if any response, in the field of urban'
3

t

development. The chapter of the Fourth Plah (1969-19741 -

' A.* 1

.
-

;

* A most usefill-and 'important col1Pction of papers .published .

- in the Journal of the Indian Institute of Public Administra-
tion, Vol. XIV, No.3, July-Sept. 1968..

,

r
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a
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coneerned with regional indilian development emphasizes

this point Jndiobserves that, though regional and urban

developmentrWas accorded "parb.ctnan recognition" in the

TAird Pla(wTEhdevlopment plans for seventy-twp urban

centers, of which'forty were completed during 1963-l961),
.

cf.
,

little obvidus development progress was achieVed "though
.

,lack of resouroes--financial and organizational:"
*

In most of the rapidly-growing the' limits
of corporatio4s or municipalities 42 not co-incide

. .

with the apprdpriate planning areas: It is necessary
to create larger planning regions and to provi e by
law that.the plans formulated by-the regional
.authority are implemented by tIle-local authorit or

. authorities, Planning to be effectiVereqUires the
full legal structure for formulation\and implementa-
tion. Thesadministiative structure o' local.bodies
needs tobe reviewed and rationalised towards better
implementation of development xpe diture.V
.on sp,ific.sChemessuch as on roads,\seW tik

water supply, is likely to be highly waste ul in thei;64,,,
absence o a 19ng7term plan (end if tilitythese

runt, the plans of deVelopment of ciaes and' .towns
st'be self-fininaing. This is intima*py°00nnected

41 h the vexed question of. land acqUisition and land'
pr ces. One of.the largest sources of unea ?ned
*le at present isthe rapid increase-in the

values of urban-land. On the other hand, high prices
of land are one of the main obstacles in the way of
properly housing the ptidier classes. The evolution .

of radical policy in this regard is an immediate
requirement for future development.*

o

'Against this familiar background of conference resOlution,'

Systems are inefficiently managed). - In the long ,

\
* Government of India Planning ComMission. Fourth Five-

Year Plan-1969-49711 New Delhi, p.399.

I

s.
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and plan exhortation; this report will corisieker,

quest lo is t

1. Where does. the responsibility. lie for urban develop--

Ment'and urbah administration? '.

2.. What are the major impediments ,to the\radical
/ -.. \ . 1

--\--- fe-organizatidn of Lban:'goVe4mentand 'present
. \ ):- 1 .

appkoaches to'urban decieIgyment prograMmipl, to .

/r \. 1
.'.

,which attention is so,frequentii drawn? 1

. , .

3: Who is concerned about these guitstions and what
.

O

!'_1(
5

.

\, effoAS are being made to develop more effective

gov hmental action in urban areas both*.in day-to-
.

day administration and in the impleme
`

. , ,

capital development'programei

tation of

4. what is the situation lath regard 'to the training )
1

of urban admini trators And of Skirled managers
1 '

c
, for implementation *agencies?!. .

. ,

02. ' ,,..
,-7v

Before,tUrning-to,a review of theSe politgoal'ail
.

administrative aspects of urban development in Wi,
,..4

, . ei.. A

is necessary to briefly present the basic deMographic
.e.... ,

situation, and the' range of problems with which Indzen .2)

decision-makers are confronted.

/

4E 3

(

o

6

URBANIZATION IN INDIA: THE DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION

The record of the eight decennial censuses held inIndia
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,

diAng this century Show a relatively sloF increase im the
-

perpentage,of the urban population up to World War II,y
4 i ' .

O

;vari

followed,by a atarION::.,a4Oceleration in the perp age
,

ph

ion, by dec4 Yde sinC1941. At',the. tnuro
I

total. Indian populatiop was 236 mil n; by

had increased t

the century

71 this
I

wind.a-guartertimes, to mill on.-

The urban population'tduring this "period had multiplied

fourfold," from 26 million-to.an estimated 109 million

in 1971. -The demdgraphic balance-between rural and urban 4.

had Cha#ged significantly,the,percentage of the population
.

living i~ lathan areas having/approximately doubled. This

/ .,urban share, on the,evide c 9f the censuses since,World

War II,.is//low increasing at two

.decade and producirig, in vikw of

growth of the total population,..

,s

70 /

f

percentage poiNclts pRr

the pnormouS decennial

substaritial, increases in

the size.of the urban population with eachynew-decade.:

The changes in/the:scale of the urban population and

Lhe slow butinexorable'shift.of the.rural-drbari demographic
A

balance in favour of the urban areas is given, for the

,
period 1901-1971, in Table 1.

0.

D.
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TABLE 1

Likbanization in India:

-census Tda Per ,Cent. Ur
Year Population* Variation

Per Decade
4

1901-1971'

t

an Per Cent ,Per cent
opulationt :Variationt. Urban of

Per deCade Total

.
. . . Populla- /0

tion

1901 336'.3 *I

1911 252.1'

1921 251.4

1931 279.0

.194ilY 318.7

'1951. .461.1

..A 1961 43,9.2

l'111971 546.9

+.5.73

- 0.3

+11.0

+f4.2'

+113

+21.5

+24.5
4

25.7.

26.6

28,6

33.8

44.3

57.5

78.8

109 ,Jest.)

11)

1).9

+ 2.4 , 10.6

+ 7.3 11.4

+18,4 12.1

13.9

. +4.01 15:9

439.0 18.0

+39.0 (est.)0.0 (est.J

Based o Census of India, Pa er 1 of 1962,' ulation
-'--Totals and Census of India* Pa..er 1 of 1971, Provisional

.
'Population Totals with adjustment of the 1951 figures
of the urban .population using the 1961 Census definition
of "urban" (see: Ashish Bose "Urbanization in the FaFe
of Rapid Population Growth, and Surplus Labour-- he
case of India," paper submitted to the Asian Population
conference, New.Delhi, December 1963.

in millions
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The important point shown.by Table 1 is that by

I

r .

Comparison with otherdeveloping regions of the world,

.giow h ate of the urban, population is noticeably slow

[15]

:(under A per cent a year ands less than twice the tate .of

growth Of- the tvtal pmpula4on),. but the scale of 'Urban'

population is increasing sharplY)ach decade.' BetWen.

1941 and 1951 the urban poPulatibn increased by just over ,
4

13 million; between 1951 and'1961 the urban' population tad
.

risen an 4t1ditiontl 21 million. ,Though the exact figures. \'
A' .7

1-

are not; yet available froth ..the 1971 censu the-es mated

increase of the urban populatiOn owev.this t decade

is.in'the region of 30 million. The rate and level of

urbanizatiph may pe
,

'low in intrnational\compari ndiat
. r.

is more typical.hereof the situation in the,other great
..3 , ....:1-1,

rural societies of. Asia than it isjyf-fhe developing world
i.

generally),,but the fact to be emphasized,is.that the scale
.

of.population pressure'on the.existing cities and towns

of India
(

is accelerating sharply.

, Recent Planning Commision population projections
0

asshme a 4 pe
a
nt rate of usban growth over the next

,

decade, estimate therefore a furtherincrease in

4

4rba alation of some 43 million in, this ten year

:1eriod/toan estimated total urban .population by 1981 of

152 million.

' 1 / If this estimate iskrrect, the Ifidian urban pop-
.

1
(:
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ulatih will have almost 4 Ubled in si 'e in just .twenty
A

years: from 79 inillibn, in 9.961 _to 15 million by 1981.

This is one basic measure e task that confronts Indian

political leaders, admi

seek to devise both poll

arrangements that cd ld. rev rse the sent ,deterioration
,.

ators an plannersas they

es and'orgatzational

o the urban eAt nvirop.ent in' di lte dy over-burdened

. ;towns and cities-
,

Detailed demo raphic analysiS f the trends of"

_

-arbaniza.tion in India is ,greatly com licated, by
,

censal changes in definition of urban." There changes
. ..

in definition hallb particularly frui rateLthe comiYarison
... , , (4e.,

of ,1951 and 1961 census datiarwhich lover a very important,\

decade in India's pllanning of industilial development.
...

Prior to 1 el, Irs Ashish Bose d ints odt:
.

,

....thedehnition of 'town' was
loweclin all the' States of Indi
considerable scope far the use

- pcwers on the part of the State
tendentp Apart, from the usual
having more-than,5000:populatio

ck
of a plac into ban or rural
subjective assessement'by the C
of the presence of lurban'chara

\,..-.

.

The. Census Cominissioner of 1961

not uniformly
and there was-

f discretionary
Census Superin7
lest of 'a setU'ement
, the classOication .

as based on a

4nsus Superintendents
teristice.*

ntroduced4for the

nitiC. of "urban'"---

to and intercensal

first rime a more precise national def

which ould enable more exact into

* Ashish BoSe, op. cit., p.10.
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demographic comparisons. There were four elements i:-.

this new definition,, three of which were eear empirical

tests. "Urban Placed" were defined, as those s ettlements

'which have:

a) /a density of not less than 1000 to the square

mile.

b) epopulation of at'least,5000.

'

ö) three-fourths of the occupatiOns of the working
. .. .N .

population SI4Ould be outside ,agriculture '.

1
d) the place should have, according to .the SIper-

intendent of th, Statc, a few Pronounced urban

charactei-istics, the definition of which,

"<lthough leaving ground for vagueness-and dis-

Icretion: is meant to cover newly-found

1. industrial areas, la;er housing settlements,, or

places of,tourist importance'which have been.'
!
recently servedwifh all civic amenities.*

\

This,more-precise definition has also been used inthe
r -,

. 4- ki
recent 1971' census, and 1.111 thus faCilitate accurate corn-

,

parison between tb,e cenduses Of 196
4 %

The change in definition has,

1 and#1971.

however, raised many3'

'difficulties and cadbed considgrable debates among demo-.:'
'4

.
.

g ..
graphers ove" rri the analysiS of(the apparent' changes in tile:.

\ ,

1 . . .,

rate and scale of India's u rban development during the
- 4

* Census of India, 1961, Vol. 1, Part II A(1), p.514-_
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,

1951-1961 decade. ,

Using the earlier definition of "urban", the 1951

,-den s gave the total urban population as 63 million.

By 19 ccording to the changed definitionthis urban

population had increased to 78 million, a percentage
4-

7"

s

-,.

1'

variation-of-only 25,9 per, cent. This caused_ some

observers to argue that the.rate of urbAnliation in India,

compared with the two preceding decades, had markedly .

4

.* slowed down. This was a most ,unexpected
. .

this was also the decade of 'tfastes,
. \..

.
'''' .. \

tiOn that Indialad ever khOlpxy, Some demographers sought

conclusion since

rate of.iildustrializa-t

fain this By-- .that , -far frp&-stimial-at-ing-

increased ruraln ration (as might have been' ex-,

pected), the creation of new employment opportUnities

through- rapid industrialization was"merely taking up the

slack in'ekisting:urban unemployment; that the increasing

. urban .chaos of the maj.or cities was in fact exerting

a. powerful push-back factor and itself stemming the 'flow of

rural in-migrants.

Had this argument been correct- it could have exeed

an important influence on future projections of the urban

populatil It als6 could have affected urban development

policY. There are'indeed signs that it did so in'the

_speenhes-of-politiciduring_the_1.9.611srguing that the;

bit way to keep migrants back on the land was to reftSe
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investment for urban infrastructure so that the increasing

horror of the cities would have a deterrent effect on

migration: the push-back factors suggested by demographers,

based on the apparent implications of the 1961 census

data.
V r'

more careful analysis of the 9-5,l_census ha',

however, shown this argument to be fallacious. When the

! new 1961 census definition of "urban" was applied to the I

1951 data it was shown that the actual 1951 total urban

population was 57.5. million (not 63 in lion), and hence the

percent:t.ge a iatio over :the 1951-1961 decade was-39

per cent ,(not 29'.9 per cent).* Hence, far from showing a

slackening in the rate of urbanization as had been argued,

it was now clear that this decade:of heavy industrializa-

tion in Ina was in\fact accompanied by acceleration in the

pace of urbrization. This discussion illustrates the

importance of acourate demographic analysis as a basis for

"r.

the formulation of'urban policy.

** Thid is according 'to the analysis of Dr. Ashish Bose of
the-institute of Economic Growth:in Delhi., His figures
for .1951 have been used as the'basis for the calculations
given in Table 1 of this report. There have, however,
been disagreements as to the size of the 1951 urban
population. Jakobson and Prekash, for example,- conc)lude
that the J951 urban population was 54 million, thus,
giving a percentage variation over the 1951-1961 decade)
as 45 per cent: a spectacular increase in tl-e rate
of urbanization.

\

A
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The results of the 1971 census should be available

for detailed analysisby August of this year* They are

eagerly awaited f.f.y demographers and by planners in the

National Planning CommiSsion, and there is no doubt that

particular interest will be centered on the pace of

urfianizatiorr laver this most recent decade. this time there

will be no problem of definition', as the same definitiOn

of *`urban" has been used in both the censuses of 1961 and

1971. All the available evidence from ,sample censuses
,

taken anually during the decade indicates that the urban_
s

population is continuing Ito grow at just under 4 per cent
. .

per annum, and tha the ]level of urbanization by 1971 was

about 20 per cent as ag'inst18 per cent in 1961) of the

"'.total Indianppopulation. This would give an\urbanpopula-

,. lion in 1971 of 109 mill on, an increase of about 30 milli())
...,)

. \

peopl in urban areas ovIer Ilese ten years. It will'be
I`

very urPriting if preci-se data from the 1971 census show

variation from the
I estimated figures given in this

ragraph.

For more detaile3 analysis, we'mmust for the time

being continue' to use the 1961 census figures. Two im-
.

This report was writtenjasearly 1971.. Although only
prggisional data from/the 1971 census are now available,
they do not indicate 'any basic change in the directions
of urban growth (ed. note.)

k

'
I

3

O
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portant facts which each census reveals are thedistrihu

tion of the total urban population by size of urban areas.

(with the respective growth rates for each class), and the

variation in the pattern of urbanization by geoaraphi

region and by state within India as a whole.

.The Indian census uses five categories of urban

area according to population size. Table 2 below complires
, 1

the distribution of the total urban,popultation in 19511

and 1961 in these five categories:

.

1
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TABLE 2

Population of Urban Areas in 1951 and 1961
According to Size of Towns

Class and Size
-Number of
Urban Areas

population
Thousands

,Percent of Total
'Urban PopUlation
in Each Class

1951 1961 ,1951 1961 1951 1961
TOTAL

3,057 2,696 62,277 78,836 p100.0 100..0

I. 100,000 -over
c

74 113 23,725 35,110 38.1 44.5

II.,
N
50,000,99,999 111 141 7,545 /9,626 12.1 12.2

111.20,000-49,999 375 515 11,135 15,6,50 17.9 19.9

,IV. 10,000-19,999 570 617 9,291 11,258 14.9 14%3

V. 5,000- 9,999 /,189 844 8,472 6,313 13.6 8.0

VI. Below 5,000 638 266 2,109 879 3.4 1.1

Source: Census of,,India, Paper,No. 1 of 1962, op. cit.; p.xxxv,
according to revisions in the data undertaken by the Town
and Country Planning Organization, GOI.

Note : The reduction from 1951 to 1961 in the total number of
urban areas is due to the application in the latter
census of a stricteefinition,of "urban". The effect
of this new definition is, sf course, more apparent in
the identification of the smallest urban centers (Classes
V and VI). This equally is the explanation of the
difference in the urban total population for 1951, com-
paring Tables 1 and 2 in this report.
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-The most .noticeable fadts from Table 2. are the in-
ft

creasing concentration o'f the urban. population {in cities

of more than 100,000 populatioh, and the sharp increase

over this ten year period in the number of, cites o? this

size in India. In 1951, 38 per cent (or 24 million) of the

total urban population lived in 74-cities of over 100,000.

By -1961,--44.5 per cent (or 35 mi llion) of the total urban

population were,concentrAedlin 113 cities having ,Loopula-.

tion of 100,000 or more.

These "Class I" cities,..as they ar called, are

clearly bearing th; majo5./brunt of urban pop:dation growth,

a very significant fact+in relation tb problems of urban'

-management. Planning Commission estimates for 1971 indicate .:.

that during the 1960s, the number of these cities his

increased, to 147 .(from 113 in 1961) ana that the percentage_

of populatioh in "Class I" cities may, have increased to
N

almost half the total of ,Indian urban population. Table

3 gives thesize and growth rates over the 1951-1961 decade'

for twelve major cities, together with summary informatiOn

on the other 101 cities in-the'Class I category of the

.census.

;
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Table 3 shOWs, there is considerable variation

[25)

in th growth rates of major cities (with Calcutta, Madras,,

Hyderabad and Poona clearly:41splaving Much slower growth

rate. than the average for the ClaSs as a whole). The

larger metropolises are, however, growing on average at

rates which exceed the growth ox the Indian urban popula-

. tion, and this is particularly true-for those cities be-
.

. .

twpen 100,600 and 500,000 in population'size.
.

1 ,

The fastestgrowing city in India is Delhi, which
/

i

added one million people in ten years to its 1951 popula-

tion of 1.4 'Anion. First results from\the 1971 census
/ -

-- -

indicate, that Delhi has again added well ov r one million
, ....

its population in the last ten years and exceeds
F..

Million in population size.

. The larger population increases im'the,uroan
t

centers----
40'.

with populations above 100,000 are due to a" higher level.I ,
/

., .

/

of,migrWon to these areas, in comparison with the smaller
,

.

,towns. Ashish Bose estimates that during 1951-1961,

na.tural increase -accounted for 'about half of the total

. growth in urban centqrs. It seems likely' that the rate

natural. increase is lower in the larger than .tilb smaller

cities, and that this is related to dietoitions in the

sex ratios produced by the'sex-selective patterns bf migra-

tion,from the countryside: Characteristically, the

rural -urban migrant isa single male n tie age-group 15-35,

r

4



seeking cash employment in the city, who has left his
4

family behind in his village or origin. This migrational

pattern results in larger cities Aaving substantially
1

fewer, women, particularly in the hild-bparing age-groups,

than men. Calcuttalrfor example,!has)only 612 - females for

every 1,000 males. The corresponding figure for Bombay
1

is 663, and for Delhi 785. And e all-India urban

-average is a ratio of 845 female pei 1000 males, which

reflects the 'more even sex balan e in.the smaller towns.
.1

theocensus information eavily stresses the role':

I *of the larger.citie in the urbanization process in India,

a second and equally important aspect that is clearly

indicated is the greater variation, by region and State,

in the degree of urbanization. In 1961, the census showed

18 per,ce

as, bu

t of the total Indian population liNiing in urban

a very uneven :dietribution of this urban popula-

tion over the face of Indi .

Table 4 shows this ,important geographical variation

in the level of urbanization among the States of the

'Indian Union.

V
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TABLE 4

Distribution of the ,Urban_ Population in 1961

Region and State

[27)*

Urban Urban P9pulation
Population as pereexitage of
(in millions) total Population

All India Total 78.1 18

Western Region

Gujerat 5.3 26

Maharishtra llul 28

Rajasthan

fr
Punjab

'3.2

4.04

16

'20

Delhi Union Tdrritory 2.3 40
V

Northern and Central Region

Uttar Pradesh 9.4 13

Madhya P;adesh 4.6 14

Southern Region;

Kerala 2.5 15

Mysore 5,2 22

Andhra 6.2 17

Madras 8.9 27

Eastern Reg-IOnr

Assam .9 8

West Bengal 8.5 24

Bihar 3.9 .8

Orissa 1.1 6

,Source: Census Of Iriaia7-1961.
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-
The most heavily urbanized regions of India are in

the west and the south, most particularly the Western

Fegion, with its heavy concentration of majorccitiesin

two rich and relatively heavily industrialized states

of Maharashtra and Gujerat: Over one quarter of.the total

population of these States lives in urban areas. The least

urbanized region is the vast Eastern Reg on, which con-.

tains one quarter of India's total popillation, but-which in
i

1961, had CSrily 13per cent of this population'living in
i L" .Q

.

urban,areas. And even this jow level of urbanization in
1

'the, ,Eastern. is greatly skewed by the impact of the
,

tremendous population oncentration in the single met-

ropolitan city of Calcutta. In 1961, with 6.7 Million

inhabitants, the Calcutta Mctropolitan Dieric 'alone

contained 42 per cent of the. total urban pp ulation of the

whole region. The urbanization percen tage-of West Bengal,

including Calcutta, is 2'4 per ceny/if Calcutta is-ex-

cluded, the uibanization-,percentage for the remainder of

the State drops sharply to per cent. This suggests a

basic similarity in theA.rban character of the rest of the

State with its three predominantly.agricUliural neighbors

in the region, Orissa, Assam and Bihar.

. Projected Growth of the Indian Urban Population

Recently compAted projections for all 735 towns,in
0

India which had a 1961 population of over 20,000 (census
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Classes I, II, and III), werlpublished earlier this year

by the Town and Country P.Lanning Organization of the

Government of India. The projections indices a spec-

tacular increase not only in the total urban popula-

tion over the next three decades, to the year 2001,

but in the number of majorAurban centers 4s well. While

these projections for individual towns are open to many

challenges,.they have important value in indicating the

broad magnitude of urba growth, and in alerting policy-.

makers and administrators to the necessity of organizing

a more effective governmental response to this scale of

expected growth.,

The projections for the changes in distribution

by size of the 735 towns which in 1961 had a population

over 20,000 is shown in Table 5.

TABLE.5

DISTRIBRyi-ON OF MAJOR TOWNS ACCORDING TO SIZE

OVER THE DECADES 1961-2001

NUMBER OF URBAN CENTERS
YEAR Class I Class II Class III

100,000+ 50,000 - 99,999 20,000 - 49,999

1961 113 137 . 485
1971 147 184 404
1981 185 234 316
1991 235 289 211
2001 302 321 112

Source: Government of India Town and Plannirg Organization.
Urban Population Projections 1971-2000. April 1971.
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There will, of .course, e'a lafge number o

additions over' this, period to the Class III
new

category.

What Table.5 seeks- to show is that t irty years,

India must expect the number of its major u an centers,

particlarly4those above the 100,000vlevel w -re the --

problems'of management and infrastrUcture de el4Ment

pose the gfeatest difficulties and:the greate t`demandsA

on scarce resources,/to multiply almost three old.
1 \ 1

.

On the basis of these projections, Indi must'expect
. ....

t the upperan array of metropolises of spectacular scale
1

levels cif the urban hierarchy. Greater'Bombay will be

11.3 mil\lion by 2001, or twice'its 1971 popula ion of 5.6
'4 01-

million. Delhi will reach 9.6 million, or treb
\

,

e its

19.7.1 population. ACMadras, with.ajrch slower predicted
,. ,

rate of growth, will be 4.5 million. Alliteliigbad and --Zi4'
.,..-

, ..40

Bangalore will have,:more than(Apubled to 3.e, million.
-.,

. .N,
,

,Poona, Na pur and Kanpur will all 'exceed two million.
.

.

.
.

Mote than dozen other cities will exceed the million

mark, .and ome fiftS, others come close to or exceed.

500,000 inipop4atkon size.

Metropolitan.calcutta is not treated in these TCPO

proiection4 as a single metropolitan unit. For projections

of Calctitta's growth;,shorter "range prOjections of the Cal-

cutta MetrOpolitaiPlanning Organization are used. At its

present rate of growth, Metropolitan Calcutta

IF *exceed 12 million by 1986 (roughly double its

is likely to

1961 population).
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and if its growth continues at this slow but apparently

inexorable rate, its20.01 population would exceed\16

Paradoxically perhaps, India's largest city is set

in the least urbahized region ,of India. .ThaJtastern

Region,_centered(on Calcutta and cSaaining the four

States of Vc't Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa, had a total

i 61 population of 1;10 million. This was one quarter of-
*

___---
i

. , .

India's total 1961\population,. but only 13per cent 'of this

i
.

regional total lived in urban ax.as, as.defined by. the

census`. As with the other major regions this four-state
.

region isa closed demographic unit in teat net population
.

changes caused by inter - regional migration are negligible.

The basic. demographic probam, therefore, is to estimate

future growth through natural increase, and then to estimate

the likely, rural-urban distribution of this population that

is likely to result from internal migratory movements.
(

The u/banizatilon situation and prospects for the

Eastern Region,canbe quickly illustrated with a simple

set of --fi.gures summarizing the intensive. demographic
.7

analySes and projections produced by CMPO's Regional'

Planning Wing.

Table 6. clearly demonist: -ates Calcutta's demographic

primacywit4jxn_this vast area of astern India. In 1961,

a little under'a hallf of all the urban population of this

four-state region lived in the 'single great metropolitan
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B

..- ,
,,,

city of Calcutta. Apart from Calcutta, there were in fact

(sixteen other cities .of more than 100,00g pop latioa .

distributed throughout the regidn, but the'next largest
$

im sifze, in 1961, was the city,of Patna, capitay of

with a mere 380,000. The demographic imbalance in urbaniza-

tion has accentuated the magnetic attraction of Calcutta
,

for rural migrants throughouethe hinterland, and exerted
\I

pressure oli Calcutta well beyCnd the aba*Iptive capacity N\

. ,of its infrastructure, its resources, or J-tvadministrative

system.

TABLE

Urbanization Projection: Eastern India

Year

Total Pop- Urban Pop- Urbaniza-
ulation ulation tion per-

centage
(Eastern
India)

1961 110 m. 14 m. I 13%

1986 190 m. 30 m. 16%

Metro
Calcutta
Popula-
tion

6.7 m.

12.5 m.

% of Urban /
Population
in
Calcutta

42

42

. Source: CMPO Regional Planning Wing. Calcutta, 1971. O

And the future prospects area bleak indeed. By 1986,

the population of this region is expected (by CMPO demo-

graphers and the Central Planning Commission) to increase

by a further 80 million, to a total of 190 million. And

this forecast takes account of the likely impact of family

planning programs within the Eastern Region.

I
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for the change in the leyel of urbanization from the

) I--,regionalfigure of 13 per cent. -But, as an illustration

.sue

Given thiasic asbumption of total population

4

,scale it ,is possible to forecast: fikst, the likely change

in the demographic balance between rura\ and urban popula-
.

ticSn'in'the region over the next twenty-fi 4 years; and

secondly, against this, the likely rate.of population

rowth of the Calcutta Metropolitan District.

Many different assumptions are, of course, passible

(.33)

of the future urbanization problems of this region, We can

take the assumptionS that were the basis for the Metro-
-

politan planning policies formulated for Calciata in

its Basic Development Plan of 1966.* With an essentially

Conservatix4 view of the rate of 'increase of the level

of urbanization in the Eastern Region, the Plan con-

cluded:

1. that the urbanization rate in Eastern India

could be restricted to an increase of 3 per

cent-only (from 13 to 16 per cent). But even

this would mean that the urban population

throughout'this'region would more th,a double,

increasing by a further 16 million, from ;the

* Government of West Bengal -, Basic Development tPlan for .

the Calcutta Metropolitan District 1966-1986. Calcutta,
Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization, 1966.
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A 14 million of 1961 to 30 million by 86.*

that Calcutta would hav,to accomodate 6

tits

of this,incre se 13 million through

I

its oWn-natural in ease, and 3-fiillion

new migrants), ghtly doubling its pop-

ulation size fro -m 6.7 million to 12.5.thi3-

wouldlion. The Metropolitan District

retain it present demographic position

by continuing to hold some 42 per cent of

the tbtal urban population of ,the region

because there seemed no prospects of any

alternative.within this medium-range pro-
.

jection.

3. that consequently, a further 10 million new

urban inhabitants (including some 2 million

new migrants) would need to.be absorbed-by

other urban centers throughout the region

by 1986.

. finally, that major rural development

ograms throughout the region would be

''essen ' in order to limit rural urban

eY

migration c this lower lima of a 3 per

Of this 16 million increase in the urban population, some
8 million would be accounted for by natural increase of
the existing urban population, 3 millibn by the increase
in size of existing small settlements to the point where
tney come within the Census definition of "urban," and 5
million by rural urban migration.
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. cent increase.*

Some refinement of these crude figures is likely

whe the results cf the 1971 census become available.

But they certainly be taken., staggering as they are

given the present an' condition, as a broad indication

4116

of.the fierce population pressure on all the cities of the

region, particularly Calcutta, which politicians and

administrators must clearly recognize as irreversible.

A similar analysis could be presented for each of India's

fbur_great geOgraphical regions*. There are importarit

variations by region both in the level of urbanization

and in existing pattern of distribution of the major

urban settlements. The basic points are that everywhere

population°pressure on the urban centers is intense,-and

that the population of all the towns and cities of India

can be expected to doubl within a single generation,

with the heaviest. pressur --and the severest management

problems--occuring in the 4tieshaving over 109,000

population.

A critical element in all these estimates of' the

future growth of the urban population is, of course, an
ti

assessment of-the pattern and volume of rural-urban

* This assumption is of doubtful validity in its estima-
tion of the effect on migration of rural development.
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migration. And one of the most surprising gaps in current

research in India is the notable lack of attention to the.

procestes of rural urban migration, whether vie*ed from the
,s

, .

effects of these processas on the social and ec*dmic

systems of specific rural areas or fr'''om the conseq enbes
'.. .

of migration'on the morphology and functioning.of urkpan :
. \

centers of differing scale and conomic charaCter.
\_

There are, of course, constant 7/petitions in the

literature of lists of ~assumed push and pull'factdrs,

but we could not find a single major study of any

significance in India, covering this subject of vital

importance'to the understanding of the processes of urbapita-

tion. The decennial censuses'show the well-known age-sex

selectivity of rural-urban migration, but far too little

is known of this migration pattern, or of the progess of

circulatory migration (movements back and forth between

urban and rural areas) which is,'for example, such an

important feature of Calcutta's sociology and of the

economic functioning of particular industries and of the

rural economy. The relative siiati.al fluidty.of theiwlowest

income groups, both internally within the urban environ-

ment and externally to and from the countrysidb, is an

important,but -unstudied aspect of India's urban 'situation,

- having many important development implications. Urbaniza-

tion means the redistribution of population, ,and a change
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in,the demographic fialance between rural and urban.. .

/

Large-scale and gl,stematic studies (AP the processes.qf.

/".

migration are) An obVious necessity in
4
India d s(ould be- \ .%

encouraged.
4

''-

Studies, in particular, are urgently required of the 'ip

extent to Which rural'development prograffia (importAnt, of%
1

course, as an end in themselves) and policies oeregional

development affect the flow of migrants fipm the

countryhide to the major cities. One hears in India a good

deal of widely expressed euphoria about the green revolu-

tion and the impact of the vital technological break-

throughs in agriculture on a hitherto stagnating rural

economy. The implication, often explicit in the speeches

of rurally-.oriented politicians, is that these achievements

will markedly relieve the population pressure on the `,

cities. The complexities of this situation needthorough

examinatiOh if urbanization policies are not to be grounded

on false hopes. Twl facts appear incontrovertible: first,

that the green revolUtion preSently affects only a few

geographically-favored areas of thecountry (notrbly the

Punjab and some very important districts of'South India);

and secondly, that these technological changes inagri-

culture may well increase redundancy in certain; sectors

of the labor force in the rural areas concerned;;
//

These points are well made by-Wolf Ladejinsky an an
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important recent article which is worth quotation at some

length since this is of considerable imOrtance to the

understanding of the future prospects for urbanization in

India:

The break - through inAagriculture is far from 4 full-
fledged revolution. .For the time being, Indian
agriculture has acquired some muscle. All. its
benefits cannot yet be estimated., but theirig:dua],
and cumulative effects on the purely productiv side
of the economy are inescapable. That for the time
bein this only' holds true ft:1r a minority of India's
60 illion farm families does not vitiate changes In

e making. ,In some parts of 'the country the new
sense .of initiative and-optimism are palpable.
Thatthis is indeed so is 'attested by islands of
progress even in a state like Bihar still charac-
terised by agricultural'primitivism and almost un-
relieved poverty'.

....one must say that the' revolution is highly
'selective'. even if its spread effects are not
inconsiderable in certain areas...:three-fourths
of India's cultivated acreage is not irrigated, and
'dry'farining' preclominates...:vast parts of the
country have not been touched by the transformation
at all, and equally vast parts can boast of only
'small islands within'.

The green revolution affects the few Eather than
the many not only beaiThe-- of environmental conditions
but because the majority of farmers lack resources,
or are 'institutionally' precluded from taking
advantage-of the new agricultural trends. The
changes engendered by the new agricultural strategy
have brought these; and other.handicaps-into sharp
fOcus at a time when aspirations for betterment are
widespread among all classes of farmers, and,when,
most of them need no persuasion that modernizatilm,
which stands for bigger crops and higher indWe,
is good for them. Waiting to be part of it "and not
getting there create potentially disturbing social,
economic and political issues. This is the other
side of the coin in a :y assessment of the course
of the green revolution....

d

'be

t`
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It is estimated that in 1969 out of a total
rural population of 434 million, 103 million Owned
no land at all and another 185 million operated-

. less than five acres per family. Taken together
they.represented 67 per cent of the total rural
population, and of these 154 to 210 million lived
in abject poverty, or a-level of 200 rupees
($21) per capitaper year....

Farm mechanization is as irreversible "as the
green revolutiori which fathered it, although much of
of it will not apply to nearly the same degree in the
principal rice areas of India. \Events are beginning
to catch up with Nehru's lament against farm
methanization as a threat to peasant welfare....
Even at this early stage of moderfization of

ithe bigger farms of the Punjab, the drive is for more
equipment And fewer bands. The estimated 35 to
40 million landless labourers in India are bound
to increase in numbers ind their rate of employment
in any other field' of activity is not promising;
thus the outlook is for an overcrowded, low wage
farm market' regardless of the scope of the green
revolution.*

The major importance 'of the green ievol.f...ioa lies
both in the production of the essential food surplus re-

quired to feed India's rapidly - growing urban.masses, and

in the development, through increased rural prosperiity

inthe faVored areas, of a richer and more extensive home

market for the products of urban-basedconsumer industries.

It is likely to have little effect on rural-urban migration

for India as a whole, and may, on the contrary, stimulate

new waves of migration to cities by those displaced by

increasing farm mechanization...

* Wolf Ladejinsky: "Ironies of India's. Green *Revolution"
Foreign Affairs, July

3
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The severity Qf India's urban.problems arises not

only because of the rapid growth of India's major cities

but equally beCause of the chronic poverty of this urban

population.' The\highest growth rates are found among the

\
lowest income grou 4 mainly illiterate, unskilled rural

migrants seeking anyform of employment so as to obtain the

cash income needed to:Alleviate the. bitter poverty of their7

families back in the'xiilages. India's cities have become

reception centers for E4e, rural poor. It .has been

estimated -that 90 per cerit,pt 'Calcutta's vaSst---hutan agglo-

meration falls below the stipulate d income level of govern-

ment-subsidized housing schemes designed to assist "the

weaker sections-of-the population.

The great majority of these migrants into cities

such az Calcutta remain "'outsiders not assimilated into .

the permanent resident populations f

the sense of being urbanized citizens

(rural backgrounds. They consider thei

these cities, in
\

detadh d\from their

r stay in )1e aaty

as essentially temporary, dominated by the hard stru gle

to survive, and save whatever part of their earnings th y

can to send back to tleir families in their villages of

origin. Theycamp out in'fihe city (a most significant

aspect of the problem of btLding effective 'demand for

urban housing), sleeping on the pavements or grouped in

male "messing families" in ramshackle bustees or jute
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lines in conditions of appalling insanitation. They live

and sleep inside the shops and offices, back stairways of

hotels, docks, factokies, or construction sites where they

work. They create demands on urban.services, _contribute
4

powerfully to the dramatic deterioration of the urban

environment, but have little stake in the city as such,

littleconcern for civic progress or civic-piide, and

little interest in the quality of, the urban infrastructure

or social services.

Writing about Calcutta, obseiving the'extkeme but

typical case of the chronic 'poverty .0f the urban masses,

Ashok Mitra notes:
e.

The city sena out annually about Rs.280 million
(equivalent to $56 million) threugh very, small
postal remittances: the savintjs of small men
without bank.' accounts sweating away to keep their
families alive in villages of every State and
Territory.*

The impact on the metropolis of the unsk4led and

the unurbanized migrants has been great. On one hand, they

have supplied the cheap labor which'is essential to the

industrial and commercial progresi of India's major cities.

On the other hand, th,y have joined already poor resident

population to strain the city's services in health and

hygiene to the point of breakdown. They have gontributed

* AshokMitra, Calcutta - Indta's City, Calcutta, NeW Age
Publications, 1963.

ti
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- to the Continuing high levels of illiteracy in urban areas,

and have helped create a well-nigh insoluble prob em

of inadequate housing and rural slums in the he of the

city, intolerable to migrant and original resident alike.

The giant scale of India's largest cities, the flood

tides of in-migrants from their rural hinterlands, the

great volume;of remittances of small monthly sums to viflage

homes: all these aresaindhmentally related to the dis-

parifi.es in economic prdkaerity which exist, and persist

between the city and the,hinter4nde ,Though there are

many inadequacies 'n the use of ,this measure, the per

capita incomes of u an areas are certainly very much

higher than those of rulal Indih. This marked disparity is

of course one of the basic reasons for migration into the

urban centers. \

As Professor Dandekar writes in a valuable and

challenging discussion on poverty in1 India: "urban poverty

is an overflow of rural poverty." According to his

calculations, the minimum consumer expenditures needed

to maintian an adequate diet "as an absclnte minimum,"

is Rs.324 per capita per annum is= rural areas, and R

486 per capita per annum in urban areas.

About 40 per cent of the rural population and
50 per cent of the-urban population is found to
be living 'below thit minimum. It means that at the
beginning of the Fourth Plan (in 1969) out of an
estimated population of 532.7 million, 223.5 million

7

t
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livedJbelow the desirable minimum.*

. So fare, as India's'urbin areas are concerned;, the
I

. .
.

continued fAilure of the governmental system to mobilize and.,

allocate effectively the investment regitired--to'stabilize

i

.

the dramatically deteriorating urban.envirdhment, has pro-
.

duced a satiation of increasing desperation. If Calctitta.

.

has the wort urban situation, in. the world, all the other:-

6. :

, , I., major cities of India (except, perhapsx,Delhi: though even
I?

,there tne p ospectsseem bleak) seem to be now -heading ,
_

rapidly in alcuttadirection. Calcutta represents the

threatto the urban future of most. Indian cities, and indeed

of most of he large cities in the less-developed countries.

In.ithyilords of Calcutta's Basic Development P1 n:

I

et,
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9

;

t

. In sp to of its awesome size, its wealth and
bustl ng activity, its vital significance in the
national and regional economy., Calcutta is a city
ih crisis. All who live in 'this hugh metropolitan
compl x have daily experience of its characteristic
probl ms: chronic deficits In basic utilities such
as wa ersupply, sewerage and drainage; and in
commu ity'facilities such as schools, hospitals,-

irecreationparksand recreation spaces; severe unemployment and
underemployMent; congested and inadequate..erans-
portartion; vast housing shortages'and proliferating
.slumlareas; ',soaring land prices and rents; ad-
minigtrAtive delays and confusion of' responsibility
for corrective action;' absence of clear development
objedtives over a*Ionger perspective than the net
fivelyear plan; limited state and municipal financial

I

* Professor U.I. Dandekar and Nilakantha Rath: Poverty in
India, 1971, a studi\comMissioned by the Ford Foundation
in India as one ofa series of 12 studies on India in the
Seventies.,

i
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resources to cope with this situation.

Over the past two hundredyears, many.iloards and
committees and commissions have met an,11 deliberated
on the problems of the city and issued reports
calling for remedial action. The improvements
that were made, if indedd any action was taken,/
were invariably piece - meal., sporadic, and.inadequate
to meet the needs of the rapidly increasing population
of Calcutta. This has continued to be the case.
Obsolescence has not been matched with prorer
maintenance and new investment, and appropriate
expapsions and re-organizations of utilitiesand
service.: have not been undertaken to meet population
growth. The increase in population has not been
matched with the necessary increase in developed.
land, with consequent land scarcities injuriousboth
to economic growth and to iridividual living standards.
Metropolitan Calcutta, in effect, has "grown.in spite'
of itself -- haphazardly, unsystematically, wit.Lout
a suitable structure or coodination'of the forces
of growth, and with a diminishing shFre for each of
its residents in such amenities as the community
affords.*

These two paragraphs might'have been written -lbout

any of India's. major cities. Thy are an'incitation of the

urbanization problems with hich Indian- anners and

administrators are ..-am csas-io-rifei: The urban scene is

everywhere characterized by!a diqmal tataloae of .deficits

and growing chaos which promiseso continue and expand

with the inevitable annual increases in the urban popula-

tion. There is a related andoiisible trend of annual

deterioration in the urban environment extending over the

whole range of the urban system.

* Basit Development Plan for Metropolitan Calcutta 1966-1986
CMPO, January 1967. 2E. cit., Pk. 3.



THE NATIONAL PLANNING RESPnNSE

India's firs.: two Five-Year Plans contain little evidence

of concern for the impliations of national industrial

development policies and programs on the population grow/th

of cities: Nor'is there any indiCation, eiien in embryonic

terms, of a detailed policy for industrial location

dirlitedto producing an orderly system of regional develop-

ment or of a national geography, of urban centers.' If urban

development is, considered at all ,in these early plans it

is in te-ns. of urban hou'Sing and other social welfare

elements. The First and Second Five-Year Plans (covering

the period up to 1960) omit any systematic spat41 or

lodational analysis, or any discussion of the effeCts'of

,national economic policy on. the demographic concentration

of the urban population.

-fit- --was not until- he Third P ran -(19 6 1-1%6)- -th t

India's national planners began to con-Sider and emphasizp

the relationship between policies ofindustrial develop-

ment and the growth of the major cities. During the ;450s
1

there had clearly been.a growing concern with problems of

regional disparity. Them.; were arguments for concentrating

indu-trial development in areas of highest economic ad-

vantage, and opposing arguMents for decentralized industrial

investment.to,secure the spread effects of development.

There wall concern also with the growing gigantism of Born-
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I

bay and Calcutta particularly, as a resGIT of the concen-

IQ
tration,o industrial growth.\

Sachin Chandhuri,' for example, in the international

seminar atBerkeley in 1960 dealing- ith India's urban

future lithe first major .discussion of urban development in
.

India/which led to An important publicatio this hither-

//
to neglected field) argued: \

.

/

. There may still be time then for planning urban'',
develo rent in advance and in an orderly manner:
The sheer magnitude of the Eroblem, ',he grave/

fl iMpeative that, instead of being treated asr
-,
., ./ /.-social consequences of neglecting it, make it -.

isolted items o social expendituer ander the /7 N-

ii

headings of 'slum clearance,' public health,'
'industrial housing,' urban development should

/ be ,integrated into the Plan.*
i

/ /
r

/
The Third Plan (as with the subsequent Fourth Plan

.
.

,

1969-1974 ekb)continued to see urban development baally as
/

.

I
Aap,robilem of 'social welfare' identifiedif/6ne aspect

-Of 116/using policy, but did seek to evoll'ie the basic principles

of an industrial.lo.cation poln relation to urban develop-
,

ment. The Plan stated,eXplicitly and for the first' time:

Urbanization is an important aspect of the process
of economic and social development, and is closely
connected with many.other problems such as migration
from villages to towns, levels of living in rural
and urban areas, relfative costs of providing economic
and social services\in towns of different sizes,

* Sachin bhandhuri, "Centralization and Alternate,Forms of
Decentralization: a Key Issue" in Roy Turner (ed.)
India's Urbanjuture, Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1962; p "234.
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provision of housing for different sections of the
population, provision of facili'bies like water
supply,'sanitation, transport and 'power, pattern
of economic development, location and dispersal
of industries, civic administration, fiscal polidies,
and the planning of land use.*

A formidable list,-indeed / The authors emphasized that

of this list, "the most decisive are'the pattern of economic

development and the general: approach to industrial loca-

tion." The Plan continues:

The b oad objective must .be to secure balanded
dev opment between large/ medium-size and small

ustries, and between rural and urban
areas. While thisis by no means easy to realise,
the main ingredients of development policy are
the eollowing:

(i) As far as possibl new industries should
be established aw-y from large and congested
cities.
In the planning of large industries, the

,concept of region should be adopted. In
each case, planning should extend beyond
the immediate environs to a larger area for
whose development the new industry should
serve as a major focal point,.

(iii) In.community development projects or other
axeas wi a district, the rural and urb
coir.ponents should b'eNknit into, a ccmposit
Plan based in each oaeexon schemes for
strengthening economic inter- dependent
betweenNowns and surrounding rural reas.

(iv) Within each rural area the effort ould be
to secure a diversified occupat. nal pattern
in place of 1:)e present extre 'dependence
.on agriculture'..**

* Government ofindia 'Planning C ission. Third Five-
Year Plan: New Delhi, Gover ent of India Press,
1961. p. 657.

Third Five,-ear 9-61,1966,.. _689, op. cit.
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The essence of this national urban strategy expounded

in the Third Plan was the objective of "balanced regional

devleopment," to be achieved through a deliberate policy

Of industriardecentralization. 'In practice, as India's

national planners clearly Anticipated when they observed

\\that "this is by no means 9asy to realise," the pressures

of economic market force's on government decision-makerd

continued, throughout the Third Plan period, to favor

industrial investment (both nes3,\enterptises and.the ex-

pansion of existing industries) in the two great existing

industrial concentrations of Maharastra and Gujerat, on the

one hand, and West Bengal On the other. Between 1956 and

twohirds of all licences for new industrial units

or for the expansion of 01.6 ones went to Maharastra, and

Gujerat (predominantly to Bombay) and to West Bengal

(almost exclusively to Calcutta). And this pattern con-

tinned, despite planning theory to such an extent that by

the end,of the Third Plan period, the Planning Commission

found it neceSsary to assert ye' mores explicitly:
//

In metropolitan areas 14e Bombay and Calcutta
whee urbanization,thas eached the limits of
s furation, it would b desirable to think in
erms of other nuclei/for development.*

,

./* Memorandum on the Fourth Five-Year Plan, Government of
India Planning Commission, New Delhi, Government of
India Press, 1964. p". 54.
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There Is constant emphasis in plan publications

and in a spate of articles and conference papers on Indian

development on the theme of industrial decentralization

and its cor011ariesi rural economic diversification,

small town development, limitations on the size of big

cities. In practice, however, there exists neither the

effective administrative machinery for regional development

nor the political determination to counter the strong

economic market pressures in favor of concentrated invest-

ment. And inevitably the existing metropolitan centers

have continued to attract both industrial investment and

the flood tides of migrants in search of employment in

organized industry or, more likely, in the inflated ter-

tiary sector of petty trades and services.

The second major ingredient of r.ational urban policy

-in both the Third and Fourth Plans is the familiar set of

recommended measures. The Third Plan, for example,
i x /

exhorts,State-Governmen to a "set of minimum actions:"

(i) control'of urban land values through public
acquisition of land and appropria fiscal
policies;

(ii) physical planning of the use o land and the
preparation of master plans;

(iii) defining tolerable minimum standards for
/housing and other services to be provided for

7' towns according to their equirements and
also prescribing maximu standards to the
extent necessary; and

(iv) strengthening municipal administrations,for
undertaking new-development possibilities.*

* Third Five-Year Plan. op. cit., p. 690:
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The subsequent six SeZitions of the Plan discuss each

of these "minimum actions" in detail, describing in each

case what State Governments ought,to do, and in the case

of master plan preparation, indicating the assistance that

could be provided, on request, by the Central Regional

and Urban planning Organizati a of the Central Government

in Delhi (more recently knbwn as the Town and Country

Planninci Organization- TCPO). The Fourth Plan, quoted

earlier; continuesthiS set of exhortatiOns, particularly

in respect to the need for municipal re-organization and -

the strengthening of implementation agencies which are seen

as the 'main obstacles' to development'progress-in,urban
,

areas.

The basic point that needs to be emphasized here

is that whatever the eloquence of the exposition in the

National Plans of national urban policy, the policy

recommendations, except in the field of industrial location,

cannot be'other than exhortatory and advisory. Respon-

sibility for urban development in.the Indian political

system rests not with the Central Government, even if

Central assistance is vital, but with eacli State.

CENTER-STATE RELATIONS IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT

To understand the location of repsonsibility for the

formulation and implementation of policies in urban develop-

ment, one must go to the Indian Constitution which defines
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the powers of the Union GoVerment in relation to those

of the States. India is a union of eighteen, States, each

with its own legislature and administration, and eleven

Union Territories, which are administered directly from

D4lhi. The Sates vary enormously in area, population,

and'political power. The largest State, Uttar Pradesh,

had apOpulation in 1971 of 88. million and, were it in-

dependent, would rank among *the ten largest countries in

the world. The smallest State is Nagaland with a popula-

tion just exceeding half a' million. 'Twelve of the States

have populations of over 20 million, six of these having

more than 40 million. All the Union Tertitories are small

in size (the Andaman Islands, for example, or Tripura/

Manipur or Pondicherry) and only two of them are significant

in the field of nrban development: the national capital

of, Delhi and the city of Chandigerh, designedlas the new

4 capital for the Punjab, and now administered as a Union

Territory pending settlement ,of the prolonged dispute over

its ownership between the new States of Haryana and Punjab

"(these States were formed out of the linguistic division

of the old Punjab State).

4;ts,
sThg, Indian Constitution define)the jurisdiction

/
'of the units in this federal system of government and in 7

its Seventh Schedule allocates in three lists (Union,

State and Concurrent) the legal distribution of respon-

dJ

ri
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sibilities between theAinion and the States regarding all.

sectors of India's administration and development. This

of course is thoroughly familiar to all who know the

Indian system of government; it is-particularly important,

and much less well recognized, in underqtanding the Indian

-respOnse to the,problems of urbanization.

There is no mention of "urban, development" as suell

in anyApf the three lists, and from this fact flows much

the omplexity and confusion of responsibilii in Center-

St e relationships in the field of urbanization erally.

This emission is signifiCant, and it possibly ha

its origin in profound anti-urban attitudes whichAiave

long characterized Indian 'political'and intellectual

thinking (and which have been'adMirably discussed in an-

important paper by Leo Jakobsoir and Ved PrakaSh*). The

intellectual and political climate in India has long been

strongly anti-urban, particularly-as regards the large.

cities, such as Calcutta, seen more as hopeless humanitarian

and social welfare problems, and even as the unwanted

legacies of British colonialism, rather than as modern'

'economic complexes of major impornce'to national and

regional economic development.

.1

* Leo Jakobson and Ved Prakash: "Urbanization and Regional
Planning in India," Urban Affairs Quarterly, 'vol. II,
No. 1, March 1967, 50 ff.
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Gandhian attitudes to the Indiancity are well--.

known and havehad a profound influence (even if this is

now fading). on Indian intellectual attitudes toward urban

life. Gandhi saw "city dwellers as agents of exploitation

of the people of India--:every pice that went into their

pockets was tainted money." If Indies nodern economic

planners do not share Gandhi's extreme idealization of the

v!llagecommunity, there is little doubt that the ideal

survives. It can still be traded in both national planning

ideology and, perhaps more strongly, in the expressed

1

attitudes of leading politic'ans,at national and state

levels.

Like Gandhi, Nehru too was anti-urban in outlook.
As Chairman of the pr-independence National Plan-
ning Committee, he strongly influenced the tone of
a series of reports on national planning principles
an0 administration. These reports dan be thought
of as precursors to the National Five-Year Plans and
contain ample evidence of anti-urban sentiments.
Nehru was easily upset at the sight of slums and
was deeply perturbed by the differences between the
city and the village. In his vie, if these vast
differences remained, it would not be possible'to
achieve a balanced economy in the country. The'
migration from village to the city, according to
Nehru, 'dii no good to the city but they (the
migrants} 4 lot of bad to the village by coming
away from iti. It must be stopped.'*

These anti - urban attitudes still constitute a power-

ful ideological theme in contemporary India, and are

clearlyohe of the major Obstacles to urban reform, par-

ticularly among the 'peasant' politicians representing the

numerically dominant rural constituencies who form the

* Ibid, p. 51.

4
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overwhelming ma.; _ity of any State legislature. As Jakob

and PrakR.sh. correctly observe;

Ideological and emotional factOrs largely govern
attitudes towards urbanization. The big city is
an evil. The discussion of urban problems lacks
objectivity, and all too often °pillions are based
on erroneous assumptions, distorted facts, and 1

the naive desire to recapture. the past. Develop- .

ment -policies aimed at quickening;Ihe pace of in-
dustrializatiov, therefore, exPres z. built-in
*locational'bias in favour of the'Self-sustained
small community even in the caseT,of large.in-
dustries,:. Small-scale industry, in turn, is al-

''.%,/most always identified with and considered in
the context of a ural setting. An urbanization ./ /pattern based on limited C'T medim size towns
is to be achieve by balai. ed ....yional develop-
ment and industrial location policies. "These

'policies imply decongesting large citiesilimitk-
/

ing the growth of other drban areas beyond a'. ,'

certai size, and establishing new townsy* /

.,---

. /,

The per
1

istence of these romantic atitudes to the 4illage
\ /

community in the face of the ming factq. of de graphicoverwel
1

concentration ties frustrated ,the "bold action" for /6e radical

re-organization of metroPOlitan and municipal gcTernment which

.is continually emphasized by the planning techhocrats who write

the chapter of National Plans. And, equally, it has pre-
...,

vented th emergence of any vigorous political interest in the-
/

re=examination of the current divided/and confused distribu-

tion of responsibility for urban development in the three lists
,

of the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution. Two alloca-

tions in these list's are clear and unequivocal, and of central

* Ibid, p. 53.
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importance to the understanding of urban development

policy in India.

<Industries, and policies concerned with, for example

the location and licensing of industrial investment, are

exclusively the responsibility of the Union Government in

Delhi. This is, of course, one of the key-ingredients

in a national urban policy. 'And, as withAhe Third Plan,

this has essentially formed the basis4t the national

level (even if the decisions have been subject to heavy

political pressure from State/Governments) for the growing

Gareness of the need for blear thiVing on controlling the

growth of the great metropolitan cities, recognizing that

industrial location policy is one major Method of

regulating the pattern of urbanization in the counLLy as

a whole.

On the other hand, local government in both urban

and rural areas (and therefore the responsibility for the

organization and efficiency of urban administration,

a subject of particular relevknce to this repDrt) is ex-

clusively the responsibility of State Governments.

Beyond, these two sub'ects, the constitutional

'position regarding the various aspects and components of

urban development is extremely complicated and open to

much confusion and bureaucratic Lay in-practice.

This whole question has been most sefully discussed

.

Vv.

A

-4/



in a series of papers* by Abhijit Datta and Mohit Bhattar-

charya, two Indian academics at the Indian Institute of

Public Administration in Delhi, who have made the, study

of urban government'and urban administration their special,

field of inquiry.. Taking as their definition of urban

development "the creation and stimulation of basic

facilitiei-for the promotion o-of the comprehensive. areal

development of the urban nucleii in the country" (a limited

II,definition in that it .1.s concerned only with the urban

environment), Datta and BhattarchaFya.indi)pate the dis-

tribution of responsibility for the "ccmp+ents" of urban

development in the following Table:

r'

* A..Datta and M. Bhattarcharya, "A 'FunCtional Approach
to India Federalism--A Case Study of Urban Development."
New Delhi, The Indian Jou'rnal of Public AdMinistration,
Vol.IXIII, NE7277. 2183-298.

4
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TABLE 7

Constitutlonal Posiiion o; ,Some Com onents of Urban Development

k

Component

Seventh Schedule

List I
(Union)
(Union)

List II
(State)
(State)

List III,
(Concurrent)
(Concurrent)

1. Town Planning

2. Housing and Slum
Clearance

3. Land Adquisition
and Development

4."Lines_of National
Communication Highways

5. Transportation Waterways
& Airways

6. Power

7. Water Supply

8. Drainage and
Sewerage

Lani

Land

Economic and
Social Planning

AcquisitiOn
of Property

Communications Mechanically
Propelled
Vehicles

Gas and
. Electric Duty

Inter-State Water Supply
Rivers

Public Health
& Sanitation

Electricity.

Source: A. Datta and M. Bhlattarcharya: "A-Functional Approach
to Indian Federalism: Case Study of Urban Development",
op. cit.
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Though the problems of water. supply, sewerage and

drainage in urban areas are clearly the concern of the states

in which they are located, the position.regarding town

planning tnd housing and slum clearance is by no means

clear. Neither appears as such in the Seventh; Schedule

to the Constitution.

Dattz.. and Bhattarchar1a, recognizing the importance

in India of the'games that bureaucrats play, argue strongly

(4nd, it seems, correctly) for a revision of the Schedule

so as to clarify responsibilities for the whole field,9%

urban'deve/Opment. They believe that this basic revision,

is warranted by the growing urban crisis, particularly in

the major metropolitan cities. The Schedule to.rheCon-

stitution, as one of the basic 'national documents defining

rights and,,duties at all levels of government, should give

a clear direction to the States in urban development, ds
,

an inseparable aspect of the States'responsibilities:for.

local Government. A revision would thus strepgthen.the

States' awareness of their essential and inesc'apable

functions in the creatior of basic facilities in their

towns and cities, as well as lending constitutional support

for the legislative authority required for efficient action

in urban areas.

This would be an important step forward. tt would

emphasize the urban responsibilities of State Governments,
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but it wou1.d not, of course, solve the problem common to all

levels*of government: the acute scarcity of financial

resources, commensurate with the scale of the investments

in urban infrastructure,that are so urgently required.

Revision of the Schedule to the Constitution needs to be

accompanied by drastic measures\to augment municipal

finances, and to allocate to StategNa larger share of

national resources for these urban deverbpment respon-

sibilities. ThiS is,the crux of the'IndiE.,urban problem.

Although the componuhts Of urban.development,,,

\
appear in the S ate list,,thentital Government assumes

/ ,,
a good deal of authority and control over States y uris-

dictions and development programs.''-This situation has''

evolved over the last twenty years or so be-cause of the

post-independence stress On national planning over. five-

year periods with increasing central control over Priorities

and resource allocations in State Plans; and the scarcity

resources at the State level to support, without Central

financial assistance, major programs in urban developpent.

;::cognizing the need for major assistance to the

States for urban capital works programs, the Central

Government has formulated, at different times over the last

two decades, nine urban development schemes under the direc-

tion of various Central Ministries. These nine schemes

of financial assistance to the States from the centers
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cover four main subjects:

a. The provision of water supply and sewerage in

towns and cities;

b. Assistance with urban housing for the lower

income groups and including, as one of the

schemesthe acquisition and development of

land in urban areas for the housing of "the

weaker sections of the community;"

c. The preparation of master plans for cities and

regions;

d. The initiation of pilot projects in urban

community development.

All nine schemes, under these four headings, are currently

in operation and each has its own specific pattern of grant

and loan financing.

Fo r example, under the Slum Clearance and Improvement

Sch me, State Governments can ;obtain, for programs approved
N

by the Central Government, 50 p'r cent of the total cost

of the urban program as loan and a further 37.50 per cent

as a direct central grant, lr ving the State, apart from

the problem of debt-servicing, to finance only 12.50 per

cent from its own resources.
N

Fcr a2l programs of water supply and sewerage in

urban areas, the Center--under one of these nine schemes--

will'make available 100 per cent of the cost as a loan to

C



,the State Government.

At t e other extreme, for all approved act.Vities

of master plan preparation in urban areas an related / -

/
regions, the enter will bear the full.c t as a 100 per/

tate GovernmentS,cent grant-in-aid from the Center to

or to the local urban bodies (vi the State). Under th,s

scheme, for example, the Central Governmen# in Delhi pay's

annually to the.West Bengal Government the full costs of

the establishment of the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning

Organization.

In theory, then, there is an elaborate organization

for national assistance to States for various components

of urban development. In prac ice, this is more a facade

than an effective reality.

Three points need to be made) out the implementa-

tion of this complex pattern of Central,assistance to State

Governments. First, though-the schemes exist, financial

resources are hopelessly inadequate and cannot achieve

any significant impact on the desperate problems of urban
1

environmental deterioration with Which Stite Governments

are universally faced. The fundsavailable are token and

PalliatiVe.

,The allocation in the Fourth Five-Year Plan (1969-1974)

for fall these Central schemes in "housing, urban and region

regional development" for the whole of India is, for

example, only Rs. 48.60 crores (the equivalent of some
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97 million U.S. dollars).* The competition between States

for the Allocation of these meagre financial resources

is intense.

It has been e-timated that finance of the order
of Rs. 1000 crores is needed to provide safe

c

drinking water to all the urban areas. At the
present rate of progress it would take 10 to 15
years before the (present) minimum needs of water
supply and sanitation in the urban areas coul be
met. The order-of financial requirements in
metropolitan areas is also staggering. The Delhi
Master Plan, for instance, envisaged a capital
outlay over a five-year period of about Rs. 135
crores. Bombay's requirements might also be placed
at around Rs. 200 crores if the Bombay Master Plan
is to be implemented.

The Basic Development Flan of Calcutta estimates
an expenditure of about Rs. 100 crores during the
Fourth Five-Year Plan for which,the State Govern-
ment is prepared to commit only Rs. 30 crores, and
the rest is left uncovered, presumably to be financed
by the Ceptre. Similarly, a conservative estimate
of the borrowing requirements of local governments
is estimated at around As: 100 crores per year.**

We will return later in this report to this basic question

',of resources for urban/development. The point here is that

the formidable and complex pattern of Central assistance

to States for urban programs is unsupportei in national

plan allocatibns by anything other than token funds.

Secondly, this token allocation is itself symptomatic

* Plus a special allocation to Calcutta in the Fourth Plan,
largely as a result of a combination of intense political
pressure and persistent planning advocacy, of a Turther
sum. of .Rs. 40 crores to support short-term action programs.

** A. Datta: Urban Government, Finance and Development,
1970, p. 19.
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_ the low priority accorded by the Ce ,ter, to ufban develop-

ment, a situation which is reflected th oughout India in

the priorities of State Plans. This is xplained partly

by -,the anti -urban attitudes of politicans referred to

earlier; partly and more understandabky by the urgent

pressures, of other issues, notably foodkproduction and

rural devel9PMent in an overwhelmingly pe sant 8ountry;

and partly by the failure, ubiglait,oustrxd

countries, to perceive urb rkzation as a os'tii force

in national social economic development. As else-

where, negative titudeS to urban growth predominate.

Urban proble continue to be identified with social

, welfare (and consequently with less productive/investment)

which, given the overriding ,goals of ,economic growth, is

ranked at at the lowest level of pri, .7i/ty in the competing
/

demands for the allocation of resources in national and

State planning, If these attitudes persist in the face

of the massive and accelerating population transfer that
//

is now taking place, from/the already over-populated

rural areas to the already over burdened major cities,

the prospects of india's urban future defy contemplation.

Thirdly, with time one of India's scarcest resources,

this patteriyof nine schemes, operated by a variety of

Central Ministries, is a classic exampld of bbilt-in
2 /

buread6ratic delay. Any application from a State to the

Central Goverament for assistance under one of the schemes
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7
requires, literally, several years of correspondence before

the pripgram is approved (technically, administratively,

inancially, politically) and the very modest funds re-
7'

7' leased for work to begin in fact. No one who has worked

in Calcutta could possibly underestimate the complications

and delays that this system encourages.

For every urban water supply or 'sanitation project
o

costing more than Rs. 10 lakhs, Central review and

approval is necessary. This.involl;es elaborate and often

interminabletechnical analyses, both at the Center and

State levels, of standards and regulations, land acquisition

proposals (a formidable source of delay in itself), and

"project 'scrutiny." Under some of these Central, Schemes,

the approval that is required--even for the most modeSt

financial-assistance,-=extends, as in Master Plan prepara-

tiontion for example/to the job description, wld qualifications,

and pay scl of even the most junicr levels of staffing.

It not difficult to believe that this whole pon-

derous d complex system is,in-need of urgent revision,

if the' nation is to organize itself more efficiently,and

to/clarify and d egate responsibility, for the large-
/
cale and frfiective development action that is so obviously

// requiTed in its increasingly chaotic cities.
. .

7
7

There are at least four measures that are immediately7

required (and these can be used to summarize this particular

4
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discussion of Center-State relationships in urban develop-

ment):

1. A revision of the Seventh Schedule of the Constitu-

tion to give clear and exclusive responsibility to

State Governments for all environmental aspects of

urban development so that programs can be framed in

.a systematic and integrated manner.

2. The concentration of all Central Assistance Schemes
A

on the major Class I cities and great metropolitan

areas, leaving the smaller towns and cities to be

dealt with by the State Governments out of their

own resources. and, of course, the substantial

augmentation by the Center of the funds available

for this major city assistance program.

3. The wider- use of. block grants to States for urban

development, and the immediate abolition of the

ipresent requirements for Central approval for any

individual scheme.

. The concentration by the'Ce4er on an adviso4
/

rather than'on a direct adMinistrative role.

Essentially this mans the detentralizat!ion of4full

powers and responsibilities for urban development, from the

the Center to the States, supported by increased financial

allocations from the Center. This should be accompanied,

where necessary, by technical assistance, to the States and
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to s ecific cities and urban concentrations.

Perhaps, as Datta suggests, the most important

function of the Ceritral Government in this field would

be:

the creation of a loan agency for urban develop-
ment which might take the form of a.development bank
which could be financed jointly by the Reserve
Bank of India, the Life Insurance Corporation,
the State Governments and the commdrcial banks--
more or less on the lines of the State Financial
CorporatidnsA.Such an urban development bank could
offer long-term doans. to municipal government, water
and sanitation boards, improvement trusts arici deve op-
ment boards, housing boards and public utility
undertakings.*

There are already signs in theIndian Fourth Plan

of the forMation at the national leVel of a major new,

apex organization (with a capital of. Rs. 200 crores) for

the provision of loan finance in housing. A full-scale

national urban development bank, if it can -be efficiently

organized and managed, would be a major contribution

to a more effective response to the problems of rapid

urban growth, particularly in the great metropolitan

cities. The provision of additional, and large-scale,

new financial resources for urban government, both for

maintenance and development, is certainly one of the key

issues. It is often argued in India that the desperate

financial condition of the urban local bodies is the root

cause of their weakness and inefficiency. This is far

from the whole diagnosis, but few would disagree that an

* A. Datta, oE. cit., p. 20.
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essential apart of the treatment that these ailing urban

bodies require is a massive injection of more finance.

URBAN ADMINISTRATION

The need for strengthening the responsiblility and-

capacity of State Governments to deal more directly and

effectively with their,-urban centers seems inescapallle.

'

. It' is at this leyelthat power lies;. local government
.

is exclusively a State subject constitutionally, and in

the British Indian phrase "muhicipal bodies are creatures

of state laws'."

State governments have the exclusive power to create

municipalities, to alter their jurist.:ictiOns, to merge

one with another, to create Metropolitan authorities

or functional agencies in urban areas and to,abolish

("supercede") existing urban governments, either

temporarily'or permanently, at the will of the State

legislature (usually on flroundS of financial malpractice

or'political deadlock at the municipal level). State

control covers all aspects of municipal administration,

including budgetary approval, project sanctioning, senior

staff appointments and dismissals; powers of inspection,

audit, and supervision. If urban government is ever to

be radically re-organized, and the managerial competence

of day-to-day administration improved, the power to do so
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i

resides exclusively with-State overnthents.

The basic question is why is thi power not exer-

cise,d in the face of 'the obvious and constantly- reiterated

fibts of municipal incompetence d jurisdictional in-

adequacy? As Mohit Bhattarcharya obsei -es:

In tndia Lhere seems to be a inverse relationship
between growth in urbanizati n and the consequent,
aggravation of urban problem , and the amount of
inquiries and research into hem. The -sy§tem
of elective urban local gove nment was established
(as a British innovation) du ng he middle of the
last century and has \remained largely static,
although it stands badly in ne d of repair and
renovation. Even the', most opt mistic observer
would express concern\abott the system's performence
and call for thorough lexamination and suitable
reforMs.*

These calls for inquiry:and reform have thus far fallen

on deaf ears among State Government political leaders.

There are five types of urban local bodies'n India,

of which only the fi4st two (is shown in Table 8) can be A
\

considered full - fledged repreSentative urban governMent:

* Mohit Bhattaxcharya: Essays in Urban Government, 1970,
p. 1.

4
a
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Types

TABLE 8

Urban Local...Bodies in. India

Number

Total
. ..

..
. ;

a. Municipal Corpprations
.

.

b. MUnicipal Councils

c. Cantorment Boalds

A. Notified Area Committees

\ e: .Town Area Committees

. ,

Vb.

169]

065 .

29

1483

62

164

327

Source: A.H. Marshall, Local nce, 1969, 231.

The Municipal Corporations and Municipal. Coun,ci s date,

in worm, function, and oftenin fact, from the nineteenth

.$ century and remain, essentially unchanged to, this day.

The corporation dates from the Bombay Municipal Corporation
;

Act of 1888, and exists now in precisely this ancient

model in all the principal cities. The corporation system

is a familiar British export. It occurs 4n all the major

cities throughout the dormer British colonial empire,

from Lagos to Kuala Lumpur. The Tndian,municipal corppra-

tion has the same distinctive featUres: a statutory dis-

tribution of powers among ti.ree coordinate authorities- -

the corporation or the council of elected representatiies,

the commissioner, and the standing committees,.
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The commissioner (the head of executive administra-

tion) is appointed by the State Government. The standing

committees derive their power from the Corporation Act

itself, or throUgh delegation by the council. The mayor.

(the head of the corporation) has no executive powers and

us-ally holds office by council election for.one year only.

r

The commissioner is the key administrative officer; it-
.

is his responsibility to supervise the day-to-day
. ./

administration of the corporation (and therefore of the
.

city) through his chi& officers--the.Corporation

Treasurer, Chief Assessment Officej City Engineer,

Medical Officer of'Health, City Architect, and so on.

. It is a system which is simple to describe, and

4carcely seerils the prescription 'for the inadequacy, in-

efficiency, corruption, internal struggles, nePqism;
4 V

and political irresponsibility, which, in varying degree,
.

are i-6-rightly descrilied'as its characteristic features.

This 'is accompanied /by th4 characteristic apathy and
. 0

disillusionment of the populace with local g7prnment in

general.

The commissiyners of, these corporatidns ere.usually,

senior IrWil AdminiStrative Service (IAS) officers

appointed by the State Government, but thby often have
A

*.little personal,enthusiaAm for manAging)one of the grfiat

cities, or any -.7ertainty of, or desire for,' lengthy tenure
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i the post. Calcutta Corporation, as perhaps the worst

example, ha's had six different Commissioners over the

last decade.

This lack of continuity, extreme in the Calcutta

example, in the tenure of .Corporation officers is character-

istiof all metropolitan cities and is itself one of the

major ingredients in the failure tr, develop strong and

effe

i

tiVe.government at the urban level. The low prestige
,

of ocalqovernment service extends downward from the

commissioners through,ell staff levels. The poor pay

s ales anc service conditions have consistently failed

o attract ta?ented and qualified officers, and the vicious
,

/ circle of low prestigt, poor *staff, high inkfficiency

has pr,oved impossible to break-.
/

As so often observed,. municipal administration

has become a synonym for maladministration. II th;.;intexnal

structure and functions of corporations and municipalities

and the attendant problems of peisonne.l capacity'an13 re-

cruitment form one set of ingredients in tlas maladMinistra-:

tion, the second set of problems lies in the familiar

jungle of the fragmentation of urban government, par-

ticularly in the metropolitan cities. This of course,

Is a worldwide problem.*

* Discussed in a spate of international and national
studies, and most usefully examined in aseries of
comparative cape studies of urban governmer::

(continued on 11?.X. page....)
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Indian cities are not unique in this familiar

conflict of municipal jurisdictions, the confusion of

agency responsibility, - the irrationality of urban boundaries,

the disl.ersion'and dissipation of political control and

fiscal r:

C- .t .eferencs in conferences and semina.,7in

India (and in lanning documents at both thd natio .1
k

and urban le to the need for radical retorganizatim

of municipal fictions have not met with;any enXhusias-
.

tic response at the.StateGoverhment level where the power

to undertake this re-drganization lies. Some major changes

have certainly taken place. The jurisdictiOn of.the Bombay

Corporation was greatly,eXpanded fn the 1950s, throh

great local political determination, to absorb its subur-

ban municipalities Into the single metropolitln goVeinment

of "Greater-Bombay." The Municipal Corporation of Greater'

Bombay now has an area of 186 square miles and a population

of almOst six million in 1971. It is the largest municjpal

authority in India though, to Overcome the strong-initial

resistances to annexation, it still has to maintain -epF-ate

comparative case studies of urban government in thirteen
cities (including eight cities in the developing
countries -- Calcutta, Casablanca, Davao, Lagos, Lima,,
Karachi, Valencia, and Zagrab) organized by the In-
stitute of Public 'Administration ii-bNew York, and
supported by the Ford Foundation.

..

44,
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and reduced assessment and budgets for the outer suburban

municipalities which,.were annexed.

The establishment of the Delhi Corporation in

1958 brought a number of diz,,ointed municipal bodies under

unified contro. as well as the rural areas of Delhi Union

Territory, covering about

of the main city boundary

areas ,of the urban fringe

300 villages. Similar expansions

and annexations of substantial

have takri place, often against

great local political opposition, ika number of other

cities, notably Poona and Kanpur. TNse, however, have

been isolated and at.: hoc actions rathe than the full and

systematic re-organization of urban government that is

obviousLy required (particularly for the ]M7 cities, in

1971, with populations of over 100,000, and\ven more

particularly for the twelve great metropolitari'cities with

populations, in 196, of over 500,000).

Though an extreme case, Metropolitan Calcutta nonethe-

less typifies the characteristic Indian urban govern-

mental situation. The Calcutta Metropolitan District

contains three corporations, thirty one municipalities, \

thirty-two non-municipal towns, one cantonment board; one N

notified area authority, and parts of foujrural Districts

(with 426 villages) having, in the Metropolitan -District,

the Zilla Parishad and Panchayat structure of rural self:-

government.
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This medley of urban government in Calcutta
Metropolitan District is.composed of units which
vary. greatly in size but which in general share
the common characteristics of inadequate tax
resources, Irrational areas of jurisdiction, low
standards of service, and a governmental and
adminiStrat:'ve machinery that has failed to grow
with the times and adapt toothe changing and de-
veloping\needs of the complex urban agglomeration
that is Metropolitan Calcutta today.* ,

AP-houc,., there is a basic recurrent theme "in the

grDwing literature on urban government in India wt,..ch

emphasizes the lack of specific research on the organization

and functions of existing city governments, and the lack

of detailed, analytical case studies of city manageMent,'

there is cer'ai.nly no absence of talk and pontification

on the subject. Ashish Bose, in a recent cmprehensive

(and skillfully and entertainingly written) * bibliographical

survey of this whole field, lists no less than twenty-

seven Indian conferences and seminars on urban administra-

tion and municipal government over the list twenty years

(tw ,,ty two of these within the last decade) . The

bibliography also lists no lAss than seventy-six government

reports, since Independenceion various aspects of municipal

finance, municipal law, urb n governmental organization,

the operation and financin of public utilities in urban

Basic Development Plat, op. cit., p. 35.

** Ashish Bose, "Administration of Urban Areas". New
Delhi, Indian Council of Social Science Research,
1970.



areas, or on the annexation of s burban Municipalities

and fringe .1.1ral areas.

If any general summary of this rrent of words
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and mountain of paper is possible, it wou d be that there

is in Ihdian a widesp:ead verbal` acceptance\of the following

\ doctrine: \,

The characteristics of urban growth and'its Con-
comitant problems have important administrative
implications. First, to fulfill urban development

\furctions government must cope with constant
range. Second,- sits resources and activity
must increase significantly. Third, it must be
pZips\11i ed to handle,demands of rising complex-
ity a 4 technicality. Fourth, its organization

,..,

muq,t be adapted td\new functions and relation-
ships. N.flally it'must take account of the
future con'sequenqes Of present actions....The
essence of 'roan growth is change--demographic,
social, economic. A baSic administrative challange
of ilrbanization,is, therefore, the necessity for
coping with change itself. Solution to urban
problems require developmental strategies.*

In this field as in so many others there is a vast

and often bewildering flap- -given the urgencies imposed

by rapid urban growth--between diagnosis and treatment.

As Ashish Bose concludes his own formidable survey of

reports and conferences on the administration of urban

areas:

* Annmarie Hauck Walsh: The Urban Challenge to Government:
national comparison of Thirteen Cities, IPA, New York,
,loaeger, for the Institute of Public' Administration,
1969. P. 9.



The advent of,freedom, far, from improving
Municipal administration, witnetsed a
remarkable deterioration....Very few at-

, tempts have been made to discard the
early 19th century framew k (copied from the
structure'of local self-gov nment'of Gr t
-Britain-1 of municipal adminis ratio
laws and bye-laws rules and reg Lions
procedures and practices. This' 4.solescence
has-put a brake on urban delelopment....
the five-year plaris 4ve'helplessly
admitted the severe- limitations of
municipal adminisfration while doing
very liteeabOut introducing radi'cal
changes jm'such administration....
Meanwh-ile the situation in Calcutta-,-
India's first city--has gone out 9f

this stagnation isifiot
broken, it is difficult to visualise how
we can keep conflict and violence out of
cities-* _

T:la field studies of the International UrbanizatiOn

_Survey-7-in a wide variety of developing countries= -have con-

sistently indicated the need for a much higher priority,

both, nationally and in international ass.' tance, to the

vital field of utban-administration.
ti

Cities the less

developed countries in general appear,to be trying to

cope! with what are essentially a whole new range of

managerial' problems, yet are doing o with thd-traaitional
- /

approaches of 'stable' and affluent cities in the more

developed countries. Asthis discussion has illustrated,

India is a typical example of this. It is, however, a

"Administration in Urban Areas'', up. cit., pp. 34-39.



good deal easier to-draw attention to needs than to

specify the apt=1.ons now required to break put of this

morass of'grovernmental, and essentially political, in-

ertka.

In India as in other less developta countries,

one is left -ith a series of questions rather t an

answers:
A.
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1. Will the mounting pressures produced by a coMbinatim

of rapid urban growth and visible urban governmental

failure104,&,,State Governments- -who alone have the

capacity to act--into a major re-organization of they

Istitutions of urban government sq as to produce
4 A

orl efficient machinery for urban development

action?

2. Will steps betaken to improve the managerial

quality of these reformed administratjve systems. so

as to uring to tear a,much higher level of manage-

ment talent than is currently available? In essence,

hgyv.l.on`q is it going to take for State Goverlment

politiC41 leaders to recognize that the running of,
or"--

say, egreat city like Calcutta or Bombay or Madras

requires the highest management skills,that the

State had available, and that this specialized task

shouid.rank in.prestige, at all personnel levels,'

with that pfc,sently recorded to the national and

State administrative services?
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3. Will both the Central and State Government recognize

the urgency of augment..ing the financial resoulcec

available to urban governments, particularly in the

giant cities, and permit greater entrepreneurial

latitude and autonomy in the allocation of these

'resources for urban development action'?

These qu.is'-ions strc , awareness, management, ,:esourceS,

and', more effectiiip drive to development action in India's

cities. Each State must seek its own answers within the con-

1 text of its own politi'oal framework. With"full recognition of

the complexity of the problems invollpd .(but also of the vital

importance of this question to India's urbail future), it seems

that the most that can be said is that the Indian Government, as^

at the'Center of this federal system, and international advice

4wherle the opportunity arises as-in. major prOjects of inter-

nationally assisted capital development works in specific

Indian cities,, should urge State Governments to seek pos&tive

and rational answers as one of the highest priorities in the

entire field of urban development.

IMPLEMENTING A'ENCIES IN URBAN AREAS

Few reports on:ur an administration in India start without
. . c

emphasizing that the system was:a foreign import and is now

a historical relic of nineteenth century British India.

Contemporary Indian writers recognize,,, quite correctly it



seems, in this historical fart an important explanation

of the present ambivalent attitudes to municipal govern- .

ment. As Bose.observes:

It appears to us that the prime motive behind
Mayo's resolution of rs70. (on local government) ,

and of subsequent resolutions during_BrItish
rule, was the containment of ;pie national upsurge
by giving limited administrative responsibilities
to Indian leaders without adequate financial.
power. The emphasis (in urban self-:government) was.
on the maintenance of essential services like
sanitation and water supply; and not on urban
development ass such.*

----

The basic policy, whatever the British motives ,

originally, has survived to this day. In the earlier

decades of this century, Indian national leader like

Pherozshah Mehta, Gokhale, Vallabhai'Patel, S.R. Das, .

Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose--all of whom'served as---
mayors of municipal councils--were clearly more interested

in the use of the councils, as wider political forums than
"e.

in urban administration as such (and indeed the system

deprived them of the financial powers necessary for a

serious interest in the latter). With Indelendence. the

most sable and ambitious political leaders were drawn at

once into Parliament a-id the Central Government, and into

State Legislatures and the State Governments. Local

government in both rural and rban areas occupied the .

lowest level of prestige and er attracting politicians

* Ashish Bose, op. cit., p. 37.

0
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of the most mediocre ability. More.recently, local government

has been seen as a'/"forum" to be captured by extremist parties

of Right or Left', a curious repetition of thebistorical

pattern.

Real political and financial power, under BlitIsh rule and

since Independence, has been denied to urban government, no
/

matter hoy,/ large the city. The major responsibility- -hut

without /adequate 'finance to exercise even this--of municipalities

has be4 maintenance, together with very limited powers of
//

sement and tax collection. The only major service, apart

from maintenance, for which Municipalities-are responsible is

primary education with an almost total dependence on State

government grants 7lin-aid to undertake this task. ,

Urban government in India began in an atmosphere of

distrust, andiso it has continued. This is one of the main

reasons, it seems, for the proliferation of special statutory

asse

. .

authorities with special powers, financing, and functions in

capital development works or in the management of ba is

utilities and 'Services. Municipalities look after markets and

slaughter houses, maintain roads'and footpaths, enforce building

111701*, provide innocu),.atiod and ,vaccination services, register

births and deaths, and so forth--all with an obvious degree of

inefficiency. Development projects are almost invariably

executed by special authorities, originally by the Improvement

Trusts'Set-up-by the British in lie belief that capital develop-
,

-m6nt works could not be entrusted to the local self-government

s."
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corporations and councils which they had handed over to

Indian politicians. Apart from Bombay, where the former

Improvement Trust has bein fully absorbed into the new

Municipal Corporation of Greater Bombay, they still

survive in the major cities. The Improvement Trust in

Delhi was converted in'1957 into the Delhi Development,

Authority, with enlarged. powers'and financing but reflecting

essentially a continuation of the same technique of

separating development as'a function of a statutory

authority from maintenance and services as the main func-
1

tions of the Delhi Corporation.

From this historical separation has grown a complen

pattern of specialidevelopment agencies in urban areas,

a bind of substitute for a full-scale system of represen-

tative urban government:

Important'local functions such as transportatiOn,
housing, slum clearance and improvement, planning
and developMent, hospitals', electricity and gas,
and even w *ter supply and sewerage have been en-
trusted to these special authorities or kept in
the hands of State departments. It is amazing how
the craz.9 for efficient functional administration
has led as into a labyrinthine pattern of local
administration. Apart from the impoverishment
of local ryvernment, it has resulted in an unco-
ordinated administrative mess, Ea h functibn has
been allowed to be administered in an insular"
fashion without regard for its rep rcussion on
the ailj.ed services. Imagine the-confusion in .

a situation where transportation-is left to the
'Charge of one authority, and physical planning
to another. 'Housirig' is in general entrfasted to
to the housipg boards; but water supply/ and

/
sewerage and drainage, education, electricity,
personal-health services, public works including
roads are assigned to some other authorities....

(
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9
,In fact, in this situation/marked by discordant
administration, the overall needs\ of-a local area
are lost sight of, as there is no\single authority
to look after the totality of the civic services
of a local community.. Irrational apportionmen-
of administrative resp9nsibilitiesihas tended to
elevate functional admplistration above compre-
hensive area administration, and in consequence
our local a'eas have Ao many authorities but no
single all-embracing/local government.*

Much of the debate bout the refo± of urban local

government in India dentfrrs around this issue of the

relationship between sp.cial authorities, on the one hand,

and ele&ed local-coundils on the other./, Theorists in
I
/ /'

public aamMistration
/

/clearly favor, as' dan readily be

seen by the /above typical quotation, what they call

"the whole/system" cf elected and representative govern-
,

ment in/urban area/s. In the passionate arguments that flow

from this pOsitibh; the,fiag of democracy, a powe ;ful

emotive symbol in India, is quickly raised, and rallies

to/the cause a motley array of local political leaders

vitally concerned with preserving their municipal fiefs

'°and with obtaini4 the powers, and finance now denied them.

in the independent, statutorily-protected capital develop-:-

-ment ageT1Cies.

And,/ again as the above quotation shows, they have

strong arguments -on their side, particularly those of

co-ordination and cf political accountability. Any Indian

* M. Bhattarcharya: "Re-organization of Municipal Govern-
. ment", Nagarlok, Vol. II, No. 4.

0
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urban area, as 'is only too f,a4iliar to,anyone who has

worked in Calcutta, is a jungle of special authorities,

each with inadequate finance, indifferent management,

competing and often conflicting powers, and often very

low levels of technical proficiency among their inflated

staffs. nere are for example more than fifty agencies

in the Calcutta MetropOlitan District concerned with

various aspects of traffic and transportation. This extreme

/fragmentation exists in varying degree in other urban

utilities and services, making- inter- agency co-ordination

very difficult. It cannot but frustrate the creation and

implementation of a rational development plan for any

of the great cities of the country. The system is easy

to Criticizi, but it is doubtful if the problems can be

solved by the abolition of the functional development

agencies in favor of-a "whole system" of democratic urban

government with integrated capital development and day-

to-day administration ...,ponsibilities. Not, at least,

in the present atmosphere in India of the almost comi,lete

distrust of the efficiency of elected munidipal administra-

tions.

On the other, side of this debate are the civil

servants of State Governments (usually IAS officers)

and the technocrats who with much justification,

that nothing will be done unles a special statutory

agency, protected by law from political intervention at
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I

lower levels, is set up t,..) do it. They see democracy

--discredited daily in ci,t4, halls and municipal offices,

' and have lit-tlerespect for public administration academics'

theorizing. Their weiglit--has becii thrown on the side

of specialized and functional developmen+. authorities

in urban areas. But there is more to their case than

just a profound lack of confidence' in the efficiency of

any system run, by local politicians.

There is an important and increasing recognition

among these civil servants and technocrats that the

modern technologies utilized by urban govprnment call

fog unified and integrated services and plants, based

on rationally defined/areas of service jurisdiCtion,

so as to take full advantage of the economies of
r

scale in capital investment and to foster the provision

of efficient management, operation, and maintenance of

the services created.

They asinglv accept that these services --in

water supply and sewerage, in transportation, or in

garbage disposal--cannot be provided efficiently within

the confines of the crazy patch4ork of municipal boundaries.

Population growth overflows these political boundaries

very ripidly. Yet, the municipal boundaries (all over

the world) and the vested interests of local pOliticians

in maintaining them must be, without a single doubt,

recognized as facts of life, say the State Government civil
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servants. Argue.about metropolitan government and the

radical re-organization of existing municipalities but the

only effective way to get on with the jo is to pass the

legislation in the State legislature to create the separate

and independent agency that is empowered by law to ignore

existing boundaries in capital development works and

service operation. This, whatever the theory and senti-

ments of elected local government, is the only practical

approach.

ing the *ealitie3 of the Indian urban predicament. Its

great failing has been piecemeal implementation, leading

This line of resontng has obvious merit consider-

'to'the maze of specialized but uncoordinated agencies that

have become an easy targe. the academic theorists in

Institutes of Public Admini,tration, and thus the staple

of conferences and seminars on urban government in India.

Three practical approaches have been sought to find

a rational way out of this characteristic Indian debate.

In Delhi, power and support for the Delhi Development

Authority has been greatly expanded, enabling it to become

a single, all-embracing capital development agency, with

commanding powerS in planning and implementation. There

are still many difficulties, even though Delhi favored,

as the nation's capital, with-financial allocations well

in exces of those for any of tha other great cities.

But t)xe principle is clear: one' plan, one capital develop-
.
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tent authority for all public works, one corporation - ma.a-

tencance and servi, s.

The situation in Calcutta 4.s far more complex, arm

the Delhi appioach is clearly unworkable. The Badic Develop-
('

ment Plan for Metropolitan Calcutta made the usual, and

necessary, genuflexions towards' the strengthening of democratic

municipal government and'argued for the c olidation.of local

government units from-the existing .thirty-five to nine, but'

,without great Iconfidenc that much could be achieved with the
1

speed essential to resolving the problems inherent 'in the e '

Calcutta situation. Qr, perhaps, the belief %,raS.that

Q 4. e

cot: cl not be done at all in .the political chaos. of West Bengal,.

if done, it would not have any effectiVe resultsx,%iven the, '

demonstrabre inefficiencies of municipal :administration'

the Calcutta Metropolitan District

The Basic Development Plankon the contrary, threw its .

full weight behind the creation (out of the existing medley .

of special agencies) of a new system of functional agencies at'

the' metropolitaa level, ignoring the'existing patchwork of

municipal boundaries:

1. A Metropolitan Planning Authority

2. A. Metropolitan Water and Sanitation Authority

3. A Metropolitan Traffic and Transportation. Authority

4. A Metropolitan Bustee Improvement ')Ithority
\%

5. A Metropolitan Housing Authority.

, 4 i ,

2,
i\

'.....' .a A
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India's great metr-oPiOlftak-Iies fieed.
1.

,

N,.,

A

Aq

5
5 4 \ . \'

6. A Metropolitan Pa ks and Recreation Authority
I --

.

. 7. A Metropaitan Bliodation Commission

.0

The creation_of three new:capitardevelogment agpncies for
1 /

I

.urban renewai'an&area deNSoiment in the MettoPaitan
s.)

e87]

.

District was'also proposed: an.East Bank Amthority

greatly expanding the area and,powers-ofthe existing.
, 1

Calcutta Improyement Trust; a WeSt Bank Authority Similarly.

extending.the existing Hoi.lrah Improvement Trust; aa new.

Authority for the development of Kalyani Township in .the

k

:

extreme north of the Metropolitan Districts' .

The detaiIs,of these ageAcies need not concern us.

here. The principle of the Calcutta Plan -ihebasic

accePtance-that.if metropolitan governmerrt was desirable.

but unattainable in theshort term, a metropolitan approach

to effective' action w'as nevertheless essential and couldnevertheless

be 'ConAruted ola'fl-Anlorderly system of statutory and

'coordinated-metr polita:17;;erities.

This principle has,prevai.led in calcuttai' tempered_

in)practice by the political vicissic4es to which, this

volatile"City.seems peculiarly and distressingly subject.N
I

\
I\t is a major's p orward in t*se7ch ,for the rational

N

. sEttem of development action and governmental reform that
4

4

.

ti

1

dv,

. The daidutta planne s-sco! t etropolitari.Pianning

Authority as the principal.co-Ordinatiii4-agenC__
----._ "'-, -4---...., -------.._.----.. ..,,,N \ """---,,,,_.,.......:"^-A---__________.

".........,........._____ .'s-55 -4

.
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. .

.-.to'the State GovernmentY that this system of capital development

'agencies functionkl fields obviously requires. With some ..

modification in'the original cqncept, this "command agency" has
-S

now been established.- -the Calcutta Metropolitan Development.fw

Authority (CMDA) was created in 1970, with both planning and

i

0
development.-funotibna .or 'the whole MeXropolitan D

.
.

I

trict.

CCMDA'is,charged easentially with caO ating capita budgeting
-

-

. .,

1

.

I functions' and with development,control over the new MetroPolitan
4

agenices which have already been created- (or arb inTthe process
/)

-

of legislation) and the existing agencies that still survive.
.44

;qo one-would!aigue, of Course, at, this "Calcutta

apprci'Ach" to the creation of a System t -strong functional

/

age cies isithe-ideai solution. Its Arength is that it is,-

practical,, logical, and realistic. It has,attracted a spate

f criticism from tHeorists of loc government who are funda-,
.., , .

. . ,

mentallyopposed to statutory functional agencies. It has
"1

1 ..

encountered fierce political opposition by local politicians
/' / \ .

seeping to protect® what they feel are municipal powersand ': c

, -

-"local democracr."But.in India's, worst urban` - situation, tiie

r_

t.

. Alk l , -,

baslc merits cl4the approlth he been characteristically he
. ,

..

.
...

Mr

heJsitant at the State Govertment level..

Whatever its effectiveness in'Caleutta,.the re-organization

. attracted much attention in other Indian cities (notably Bombay) '-'

P/

4

and internationally in other,groat metropolitan cities (notably

I-
/

Karachi) which are -faced with

/

,the same dilemma of inefficient

0

ie

t
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-ufban.administration and the need :o _effhctitte and urgent

'development action, with clehr lines of operational authority/

and co-ordination.

indee

Bombay has clearly learned from the appro, and

has sought to move directly to what the Bombay,

planners' takre perceived as the essenial lesson of the ;

CaIcntth experience. .This is thethird appioach being

tried i_ n India to solve the problem of rational but urgent
\

action at the, great city level. Bombay, which already hs.

a single metgoi)clitancorporation,-.has-emphasized the basib..

14, need for a single "command agency' for capiyal.development )

action. -The p lem has been-tackled Zn relation to the bold

e-N

and ambitious plan to create a twin city, in response to'

the presSures'of_populatibh g th:

The City-and industrial Development, Corporation
of Maharashtra (CIDCO) has been set up; by the
Maharashtra State Government to undertake the "
planning and development of a twin city on the-
mmainland across/I.he:harbour fralBombay.**

1

./b V:xe deAlxpment of 55,000

Cre k new,k4 of at 1?..ast

acres across the Ghana

one mirlidn people incor-

'Idora s what is recognized as the basic lesson of the

co -ordina

approach--an emphris on managerial and operational

ion rather than an ethhasis on planning. The con-

*. New Bomba he Twin. Cit CIDCO, 1970. op. cit.,

I
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X

Y
ventidtial app.roaCh would have been to prqpire a Master Plan,`

taking some/pree or foUE-iears, and then begih thinking about
r

its imPlamentation. The Bombay Government has avoj.ded this
'4 .0

basic exrdr bycrtating 1.1e "command" organization both-for.
/

\ .7 ^ ,v.-.e .--N

planning, and subsequerry to\direct the multiplicity of
,

agIncies and State Government'departmentS that will inevitably

be involved in a 'venture on,thisaramatic scale., ih

As the World Ba4 Mission* to B6mbay in November k1970 -

.

'
.

,

amphasii6d, and-as the chief ekecutive of CIDCO clearly, realizt,
.,4 t ,

the development of this twin'cit isimmensly complicated.

The evelopment
.

of the new city must be fully integrated with
.,.. ..,

the dev lopment of Bombay itself, and this will require a major

,-

expansj.on, ft-the powers and. managerial capaCkty of,CIDCOe and
*

.8t- \
_ _.:,---'

eventually t evolution of thqattfull-scale-sstem A metropolitan
4r ._

A V .

agenciek,such a thA attempted in Calcttta.

.

As this disc

form, the daiielopmen

governredt for India'

ssion has sought to illustrate, in summary

of a more l'ation4a1 structure Of.urban

s >nfor metropdlitan cities is a mattgr

of,great complexity. It wi1 not be solved, irk seminars.

'A
Whatever the sentient ,and ideologies of urban local,

overnment in India,, whatever he intellectual attraction of
. a

s a incist useful and imbb\tant e ample of-the con-
to the clarification gf\the tai deve/opment
of a.great city of a stort-t review team of

is fin fiscal analysi and evelopthent program7

\ 1,
s

c'1/4de

ty

O
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1

J.
thd two - tiered metropolitan structures of Greater London

.

4.. .

or TorontO (constantly referred to as'modeas for government
-4,-""'"%., v -*. , . 1

\---(re-organization) and whatever the claimed efficiency of
V A

. t

the AMeridan city-managers stem (whlph his- its Indian

ac::-ncates)a fundamentally ea
A
h State; Government has t

evolve-anqtrban goVernmenta]!*structure for its major cities

which is thoroughlr'ground76 in' Indian political and ad-. .

mihistrative realities. .
,

Ak

.' .Inithe :view \taken:in this report, five conclusions

- seem inescapable: . ,

effective urban government, in its broadest sense, k

. .
. . .

.
.

.
. , .

. te

its
., . .

0
\

isAto e achieved,.it'can only be pradtidibly'ilone
. -

dia by a.ciear separation of day-to-day 'municipal

administration from capital Oevelopment action.
.

J. The central functions'of municipalities should be the

.

maintenance of the urban environment and the provision

4 of ocal social services; their financial resources 1
. ,

#

and managerial capacity, should be greatly- .augmented,

.by ate Gdvernments so. that they can perform these

essential functions, efficiently. :

3. capita; development prbgrams should be executed and

9perated by speclally7created statutory authorities

in clear) functional fields,\ignorini municipal

boundaries, and' responsible directly; to the 11.

$

-State Legislatures which create them. It is

V



essential°to develop, the State Gov rnMent'.

level, a command agency fore each. maj'or cifty

powers, of control, -.:o-ordination,

capital budgeting for the system of aut oritios

in each great city

4., There is no single urbangoVernme4tal structure
!

/
4

al6p1/cable to the varying political 4nd economic

conditiOns, 4d demographic scale, f all Ihdian

cities. This is a common illusio among.

theorists of public administrati n: 'What

I a

works, in Delhi will not fiecessaelly work in

Calcutta or Kanpur or Madras. the approach'.

must be pfd4matic rather than dogrtItic.

5. The role

tion and urban development\is crucial, and mu

continue tc be so. Each StatesGovernment need

a, strong and specidlized biredtorate of Urban

Development,, within its existing and presehtl/

of. State Governments in urban admin tra-

much neglected Departhent
0

'ment. In the contused' p

sponsibility for the comp

of Local
a

Self-Goverfl

ern of national re-

nents of urban'.

development,'there has 'clearly been a failure

at the State Government.level to recognize

its own responsibilities, or to develop th'e

administrative and technical cadre capable of
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( -

exrting,State in_luence on urban planning, hdMinistra-
I %

.

) :

A
tion, and development.action. -, °

A
../

,, .

/ .

Ehch of these five conclusions; with the necessary
.

Tialifications, could of course form the subject of a

tun- cale report. 'This report seekS the central-issues f

,e and gredients o an understanding of the Indiah urban

1Le
situation (in this limited field) rather than a full,

Na ,

exposition. There is-no.dbubt that-each of"the eonclusiocis,

* provocativ6lysummarizelf would be hotly debated and arouse

pasionate arguments.' Whether' or not' such conclusIna

find acceptance, they would at least appear to have the

- o
,

merit of 1eing,presciiptions for practical action;', The

familiar slogans of "the need for a radical re.- organization
. .

of urban government: III (common to-reports on urbanization

throughout. the developing'countries,. not only in ,India)

seem of little -value except as verbal comforters in th.

face, of the ntinbing facts ofothe',current and acce.L.erating
.

massive Population concentration. 'There is a

marked el of intellectual despair
a
apparent in the

constant reiteration of such slogans.-

./'''
. .The sheer scale'of India, and c4 Indiart:urbanizat±dh",

'

is itself ,one of these numbing facs. FeW mental
. e ' ,

activitiesn In'di are as likely tb translate an Indian
,

)
,,' e. e 1 '° ' '

administrator, planner or academic in Delhi 'instantly
#

1

in to a state -of transcendental, immobility ad is any con-, '.

6

,51

,

. /
6

6
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and institutes in Delhi,-seels.one of India's Mostco on
, 6P,

L
q, .

\
dpve;ppment blind alleys. The Indian obsessionith pilot

:

f

f

9

t

templationof the all-India scle.-.And one.is often

tempt twb ieve that the.face of this ove rwhelming

scale, there is d stinct,intellectual preferend for

inaction rather than'micrq,,action, no matter how
.

effective and,relevant the 1 tter ii to the conte

,

The search for all-Indi so3.itions to Indie',. .

problems; beguiling asthis iszto those at desks in o
)

O

) development scene---

orary

' t

floes

projects,
. ,

°4ields'of

view.

in:accoxd with

4evelbpment is

sortie national formula/ in so pa y

a consequenqe'of this natonal

fertite source ofdevelopment delay and -

token action,',whi9h dan'be disestrovs given India's in-s',

escapAbre urgencies'of time.
.

......
.

- .

India is not only apopulation giant, a .country of
r 4

*r
, ., .

continental.scalein geography, and ,a-nation of deep
,

T 1 t \ A

cultural diversity; it is a federal political system cora-

. <1
A

0 .

* posed of eighteen States. Some of these States are larger
4 *

. .

1-

than, any European nation (if with the governv 1 apparatus

,
and capacity scarcely larger than thai of an English

.

county). The view of this report is that the complex

problems of urbanizationneed to be peiceived and responded

to at the more manageable scale of each individual State,

'rather than vaguely, and impotently, at the All-India
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level. Whatever the role of th( national government, each

'State has the power to act, id its Rowers, awareness,
/

and d technical capacity,need.greatly to strengthened,.

without the straitzjackef some national formula of
I U197-

urbai"i developmeileschemes or urban gOvernmental'
,

organization. In essence, the response to urbanization
.

in Mnala-must (of so we wOdld argue) be.on of decertraliza- .1

tion to-theoStateslevel. ,

04.
4

,.TRAINING PROGRAMS IN URBAN ADMINISTRATION

This is nbt to say th4'programs of training an
t

. urban- development .arid urban, government Ray no

organized nationally or 'r

State level'. In fact, th

these training programs

be one 'of the most usef

indeveloping their own

research

be

gionally rather -than af,the'
.

organization and sup wort of

a ove the State level, may w$11
.

\
1 forms of assistamceto St4e's

Capacities to deal With_the spec-
,

0

taculanpnan:prablems with. which each State is conftonted.*
'

The first' re564gment. for row .,training- program is to

o 1)
,

.

* It is certainly a good/deal less important than vastly
increased financial suppott'in this field from the
,Cent4 to the States,ar we have emphasized earlier,
but the effective use of increased resources requires
greatly improved managerial and technical capacity at

*

the State level: .

...

. 4

.

7.

I.

3

1
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prescribe pits objectives in relati to some organized

operational' framework of etecision-amaki

Individu als are trained to work within a Irstem... The
. N

Tiest:Lons of wild' and what to teach depend upor\some basic
. .-

-perception bf..1.yis training effort, andothe ailocaidh

: oT reodices it requires, is being undertaken at all.
. 2 ,

Ibis not endugh tc:daiiswer that Indian .urban areas nee.d..
Pf.

(as they :,s6 nriciuslyldoj.more efficient administration,
i .

. . i i .
.

and this requires better trained staffs. Amore

and action.

fr

C

lanpamental analOis:Is needed to' discern India's man-
_

'power regAirepts, particularly.at'the senior levels

of urban government ainito the content t aining ro- .

, ,

.

#.aiWs. i:z
,

i
, " I,f the:-ak

1/4)
eianalv;ikofr.tais. report. regarding

e ..f ''' -
- ,

training.progs were acceptedP then it follows that a
. .

, , % .

'ffuCh,stronger managerial-and technicaiJcapacity in urban
a

deVelopm6nt'(in is broadest sense) is needed in three -

1

' distinct categpriee: responsibility, function, ftS opera-
's N

tion.

1..The senidradminisfiltiVe and technical xecutive

and advisory cadres required at the State Gove'rnment

14

( leveI to staff' Directorates of Urban Develbpment.
A

Z. The' administrative and technical staffs requited by

municipalities and municipal corporations to perform
e. -

the basic. functions of environmental' maintenance and

'I

4

4

rt

V

...
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provision of local social services.

1 4
Ob

3)

3. The managerial and technical staffs, particularly -

at the most senior leyels, regqired by, special

fundrional agencies, and urban developmgnt authorities

foi capipl development programs.

Littleemphasis appears to hive been given to the

de;zelopment Oft training programs except for the second,

caego , And this only in the most general terms. In

1963,.the Ministry of Health and Local Government appointed

a sp6cial committee to examine the training of municipar

employees. The cotffiittee report recommended the establish --
*

ment of a Central Training Instituteara a number of St'te

Training In .itutes. The Governme t eventually decided to

establish (In 1966) the National Center for Training-and_

Researchin Municiapl Administration in Delhi as a wing

of the .Indian IriStitute of Administration.

In 1968, three regional training "courses erelset

ap as extensions of existing centers of pub] idministra-.--

tion: in Bombay- (All India Institute of L 1 Self-
_ '

Government), in Calcutta (Indian fnstAute of Social Wel-
,

fare and Business Mana ement) and LucknoW.(Department Qf

PublicAdministrati Lucknow.University). It 970,

A

a fourth regional center was established at Hyderabad.

(Department of Public Administration at Ogmania University),.

In theory, then, India has a National Center for

C
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I
Municipa Research and Training' in Relhi-, as well as four

,

,

reglona centers. In practice, Only the Delhicenter has
. . --1 / - , .

\

thus.f i deve oped ,any' streng,:h,. /The, courses at Bombay
.

t /
,

1,-
,

and Calcutta-I:insist primarily of evening classes attended

..- ,

-; 'Voluntarily bUt 'sparsely,by emploYegs/of nnigicipal ,

. -. . '4 i % . --

// agencies. Whle they may be cff \rmevalue, i't is difficult
1/4

i
to believe tht the scale andconten,t of t coursescurses

A., 4

4 t . t
,

\ .' d .
,

, .4

are major contrdbutions/to'ipproving, the quality-of
,

.

(

,,

- .

:milniciPal-adMinistrttiOn. The Center in Lucknow, though,-
c s.- . , .

-''' ,led by an experienced acadeMic in thesf.i4d, seems ' km O'
.

,:
. I .

equally weak.. Given at-sd-ealled regional centers,'t e
,-v-

I , --short\courses in faCt ttract mostly junior municipal ..

\
1 . . ;" .. .

employees from the neighboring Municipalities of the ci44'-

1

I

%

hich'the Center i*ol
.

ocated and-noi, because of .

dist cd-s, involved, students from the State as'a who' e,

let alone froth -other-States within the '!region.." \
.

These "centers" seem little more thn fioken.cont4bu-
.4.

ti ns to the fundamental an urgent proillemofiMprOvinq'

.1

.
: .an government in India.' Withouta complete re-organiFa-

: ,

c.)
,

tion, greatly increased f' ancial support, much higher
-

\.' , '', .,,

quality staffS,4and new and more relevant courses, they
.

: .

.seem de4tined to remain of little consequence when' total

need in the,,lield is considered.
-

s is not completely the case with ighe' Mtyriicipal
. . _

, Training and Research Center at the II,ZA in Delhi; It
.

t

has attracted a small group of
,

very able acadeics, and is



.
-

slowly but clearly in the probess of developiwg'intd a.

-
Center of consider e-importance. It runs several short

.
- 4 ',courses --of up.to-fOur weekS'' durationannually, of

academic lectures and seminars fOr municipal,offic4i-a from

c;

vaWover India. Since 196,6, 216 students have attended the
,
,.

these shortiodries,, but only justbver one-third (seventy-4.
t

four) Wave Mine fromIthe Class.i cities of ter 100,00

--__....,...

-,

r

,inhabitants, anq only one-:fifth (forty-pne) from the

larger municipal co rationshich.face the severest
.

managerial press es and which most urgently need dramatic

improvements i municipal efficiency.*

The whole problem of training pro4xams.-in-urban

government nee-cls a full -scale re-examination in India--and

--- .- .

--a,report on this subject alone..
s. .

(

,
In 1971, India has 147 cities of ove 100,000'popula- ,

tion--eight of these already lver,one miLLiori in size,
.

with another score of cities exceeding or rapidly approaching,
/

-fie half-million size. ,In ten years,.the number of these

Class I citieb is,exPected to be 185, with acute 'Managerial

1 "7-

problems'ove
/

r the whole range 6f urban development. .

- , ,
.

Training has/ to be approached on a scale comtensurate with.
,,-..._

the roblem, a0 in a totally different dimension from
.

* Interestingly, thir/ty student from .overseas'' have attended

_/ these _shOrt-courset on municipal goV.ernment-;7from suah-7-77------
diverse and-far-flung countries as Indonesia, South

' s' Vietnam, Sierra Leone, Thailand anYAfghanistan.
/

.

/ /

5, S..

--.5
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academic couisespn administration fOr random,- and mainly
,

very jun o students.

mh a full-scale rv,w.'df training and research in-
,

21'MpiwK:government (which does not.now exist at'ali) would

be a major task in itself. It should examine' the pcItentiai,

Business. roles of the two major Indian Institutes -.of Business

°Management in' training executives, for urban capital develop-

.ment agencies--an the possibility of developing* a special

set of courses on urbam government.: for both senior ad-r ,

-ministratiVeofficers of the IAS and`for-new-cadets to

this elite service.

17.

And there needs to.be 4 detailed.examination Of the

relationshipbetween the-training presently proVided.
,

in urban physical planning and the deye±opment

comes- -arid more importan.y7--a-neV System of training in

urban government.
,

The major single,inadequacy wit went training'

prograes, whether physicq_planning course orrurban

gOvernmdnt and administration.is- theabsence of thorough,

empirical, intensive case studies of the actual situation
,

_in_specifie,cities. The preparation of these case studies, .

not cilly on the model' of the comparative studies of urban

government in.thirteen cities undertaken by the Institutee /

ofPublic Administration,in New York to which we referred
0

to ear-4e- .in this paper, but also including analysis of the

4
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. V

organization,and or4raiing, practice of,special

agencies in Indipurba
.

contributionsi.of-research

areas, can be One,of

imaginative and relevant

unctional

e essential

the development -04 e

prOgi-ams. Thes'e careful

and skillful Cage dies are missid n India, and hence

the generalities and, irrelevance Of.....Muc.semi n'ar ande-7

1/

conference" discussion in this field and of academic_
..

. '

:training programg based 'now on, the regur7itation"of inter-
-

natiodal literature* on.pliblic administration:
, '; i . '

4, .

I"

A NATION INSTITUTE OF URBAN AFFAIRS?
.

< g

0

s

s .

This brief rep t'has'omitted discussion of several

subAectv"imPortant.t its centrale,of the iespon- .

, .

sibility in India for urban 'development, 'andparticularly '12-
. i

, an 4posi t e. fin4i of two important Committees
t ,

set up by the Govtgriment Indla: ,the Committee on he
.

e:-

Augmentation of -ghe'kiRanall Resources oiD*Urban 'LocelQ

I

Bodies 0/163); and_th Rural-Urban Relationship Co

0.968). The reports of-theseComil'Aees'particu

-the' latter, would-need examination' mo

tended discussion than ispossible here.

;
Equally there has been', due to the limitatio

tim and space available, no reference to many of

matt rs that need consideration, n '117.aitempt a
.\ <

. under tending of "urbanization in,India"r no y, tipb

itiee,

rly

ex-

s Of:

er

I\ ,.
a fu4er

ti
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Indian experience with the ',fanned creation of new towns,*,

*or the problems of smaller towns, in India; .and, in
. . ;

particUlar, the grOWing recogni ion 'in .India of the. im-

.3
.

.
-.

port'ance of these sm0.er District and market towns, not
..

,

.t

aJ antidotes to the gigantism of the major cities which is
. .

inevitable; but as urban support penters4for rural develop-
.

.

ment in its own right, andF as an end in itself,* Thesel

attars Snli those relited to .urban and regional pfanninir as
. . .

)r
- such, require separate repprts.**

1
-

1

'I.
For all-the reportS and publications and do fdrences

k '.
i v.

I
I

on urbanization in ndia, many so ephemerdl that they seem'
1 .

,i.

only titles in 'Ashish Bosd's industrious bibliographies,

I

- N. ,.
t

'what is,nissing is any permanent and prestigious,

° nationa, t forum; a sort of national memory bank on all

aspects of ukbark,development, and a basis of, progressive

and informed discussion on the' ofan'integrated
4

national response to the growing Indian crsis, par-

ticularly in the major cities.

'Administrators, economic` planners, demographers, urban

phyiical planners, politicians, academic theorists of

#

\
/ .

* .Excellently discussed by Ved Prakash-in his New Towns
in India, 1969.' --

,

** Theipxd-Pciuridation Staff Documents by Preston Andrader,
PrOgram Advisor on 'Urbanization in India: "Urban and
Regional Planning in. India in the Seventies", and "The
Pildt Programme in Rural GrowthCentrei in India".
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local overnmenk, practical manag\rs of Alsting implement-

.
.ing age cies; all seem to live in ifferent worlds of'

tunnel v sion witlikonly fleeting confrontations, usually w

in an atm sphere of debate, at confeences and ss1Lnars:
*

#t
.

Thoug, in the view of this report, practical
.

progress in rban development in India must depend.very
\ ...i,

,,

heaVily.on th perciolis and powers\of State Govern- \
.

.,,
i ..

there-iii\clearly a, need to build at the national
.4,

and tate 1 eve4a mudhsgreatei awareness of India's
-',..

. :4.

contemporary. urban prediCament and its fast approaching
1 A ', ,-

/

!...

\

future of urban ohios..* The 'awareness of course needs to
, /- .;

\

.' \

1'

.
, 1

be. mor than!` alarmist'vand hegative. It needs to be realis-.
.. 14%

tic, pra tical and pbsitiye, andsbased 'on-the acceptance
, .-

of the inevitable acceleration of urbanization as b(Oth one'
. e.

.

of .the consequences 'and one of the great opportunities\of
4 \

v

'

C.

.

i national development..

Currently, important and encouraging discussions are
4

el: t C .
- )

taking §lace in Delhi among a Varied and extremely in-

fruential

.,

group (of:governmeni officers, economic and

physical, planners, and acadrics) on the possible' organize:-

tion of a National InstAixte of Urban Affairs with the
c 4

Mellowing functions:

act as an independent, policy-oriented

organization that will undertake or promote
(

technical studies and research op various

I
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O

Y'
d

. .

aspects o urban develdpment in. la;

I

e-
2Nto mobilize the availabld expertise in Ind.,xa

ts

in hd field o\ urban studi6 by cons itdting

,panels and. workiig groups a cohsu/tan s drawn 0

.fromidifferent.inAltutionsa6varidus isciplines°

3. to focus attention on important urban iss

initiat(and sp:nsor Programs and policies

touching the Cen etatd..indelocakgove

mentsvpubfiyeTtor undeTtakings, and pr' ate

ItA;

to ,carry out an examination ur

and evaluate master glans £o

es,

N

of master plans and generate new ideas to

improve the fOrmulation of urban policies and

the execution of 4naster plans;

'different cities
v-

and towns, examine problems of implementation

9

001

5. to organize and sustain a continuing dialogue

./: . .

.

on urban
.

problems between the government and c.

civi officials, members of theacademic'

community,:industrialistsy, busiqessiaen and
(

others in priVate life;

6. to serve as a center for advancedsstddy.of
s

urban problems by scholars and specialists
ti

from abroad aid to provide-research' gainingraining

4

tosyoling scholars..

/

N

t.
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A fo iddble lis% of 'functions ftOm one of the
.1

'-, , initial dformative workirig\paperslof the group oncerned
1. i

9'2 40

.

,With the development of this proposal: It Is an important
.

0.
I4 4:

Concept. A. great deal:depends on the skill with which

such g'Nati,ohal Institute of .Urban. AffAiri is organized

and on the vigor, with whichdeie directed. It could, in

the4tndi 6 situation,fai easily deteriorate'into a Delhi
.

academic cli e'as become the vital national, forum India
- ,

. ,. ,

and

- 1

needs, and a model for
*

many other developing-_counities ______

,i4ed with a similar situation of a failure to gtisp the

'Tacts of urban growth, and A Consequen t-failure to develop

an effective IgovernMental response. Only time can tell

which, of the twO courses this concept .of a National Ia- .

stitute will take.

But few could doubt, reviewing the Indian urban scene()

es.a whole,that the crisis the nation faces is rapidIT

approaching monumeritkprOpOrtions. Effective action must

(be undertaken quickly. The cumbersome administrative

apparatus.for urban development needs a radical7bverhaul.

lillassive new .respurces.must be assembled nationally and

allocated to State Governments and., through them, to the

e.
grpat cities.: New approaches must be found at the

metropolitan ,level for resource mobil*zation. , of icient

'admrinistration and development action, fisCal discipline

and\clea', coordinated revonsfbility. And all this in a

. \
.A
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race against .time. L The next decade is-clearly going to

be crucial for India's urban future. The key issue is

awareness

Institute

-

into immediate short-term action. If a National

of Urban Affairs,im India can e so organized
s.,

that it makes a direct contribution to the'follow-tfirough

that is needed from talk to action, it will be a

considerable achievement.

441

e
0

fit

a
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